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CHAPTER I CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RAILWAY
General Characteristics . The introduction of the rail-
way and the adoption of steam as the motive power have revolution-
ised all ancient commerce,^ and have brought about a new world.
The railway, despite all the evils charged against it, has made
possible such extensive and intensive inland transportation as
would otherwise have been impossible. It has so revolutionized
social and commercial intercourses, that it has fulfilled more
than the most sanguine expectations. In a general way, the
railway resembles the turnpike and the canal as an "artificial
avenue of commerce"; but it surpasses them all even in the very
thing in which it resembles them. It eclipses the turnpike
into insignificance. It supersedes the river and the canal,
in spite of human disposition and efforts to make it a feeder
to the less modern means of transportation. The highway it has
made more useful, but only in bringing traffic to its trains.
This substitution of the railway for the river, the
turnpike and the canal did not take place as an accident, but in
accordance with the laws of nature. The law of the "survival
of the fittest" finds application not only in the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, but in the means of transportation as well.
The river, the canal, the turnpike and the railroad are all
channels of commerce through which transportation flows. They
all have their uses and their golden ages. Their importance as
such channels grows and declines according to the degree of their
respective fitness for the time they serve. The railway has
superseded its rivals because it is the best suited to the de-

2mands of the time. During the present age, combination and
elasticity are essential to prosperity, while isolation and un-
adaptibility are chief factors of failure. The railway has
superseded the other means of conveyance, because it has all
the characteristics for success and none of those for failure.
It is less trammeled than the natural river and the artificial
canal in overcoming distance; it is more elastic than the turn-
pike in adapting itself to the needs of the time. In short and
in general, the railway is a freer factor of transportation and
has a broader field of usefulness than its rivals. It meets
the demand of the present age, and hence it survives.
^
Aside from these general characteristics, there are
numerous specific ones which, in a general way, may be disting-
uished as physical and non- physical.
Physical Characteristics . Among the physical charac-
teristics of the railway, one cannot fail to see, first of all,
the enormous extent of it as a single factor of modern civili-
zation. Taking the United States for example, one finds the
whole country covered with a network of rails, With a track-
age of nearly a quarter of a million miles, penetrating into all
parts of the country and representing a capital of over fourteen
and a half billion dollars, 2 the railway is acknowledged, with
the single exception of agriculture, the most important and far-
1. Also see Railway World for February 26, 1909, p. 168.
2. According to the Interstate Commerce Commission Railway sta-
tistics for 1906, the total railway capital for that year
was .#'14,570, 421, 478.

3reaching; factor in modem commerce and civilization. Its earn-
ings and expenses reach such enormous proportions, that it stands
forward as one of the most important instruments for the mobility
of capital. It gives direct employment to every fiftieth indi-
vidual of the whole population, and it pays oat more than a bil-
lion dollars as wages during a single year. 1 If those who are
indirectly dependent upon the railway for their support are con-
sidered, it will be safe to say that about one- fifth of the
whole population in the United States depend upon the railway.
V/hen we recall that there is about three miles of railway for
every thousand of the total population and seven and a half miles
of line in every hundred square miles of land, we realise the
extent of the railway as really immense.
^
Another characteristic of the railway is its permanency.
In this respect, there is no other factor of commerce like it.
After once it is put in a place, practically it cannot be taken
away. A building may be, and often is, removed on rollers from
one place to another; an ordinary business may be got rid of;
the machinery of a factory may be sold or the whole factory re-
moved to another locality; but the railroad cannot move. Its
value exists only when its use continues there and then. Once
such use stops, its value disappears. A "dead" railroad like
a dead horse, is practically of little value. The rails and
outfit may be sold as rubbish; but the roadbed is worth nothing.
1. Total number of employees on June 30, 1907, was 1,672,074,
and the total amount of wages and salaries reported as paid
out during year ending June 30, 1907, was #1,072,386,427.
See the Twenty-second Annual Report of the I. CO., p. 90-91.
2. Total square miles taken at 2,970,038; total population at 83,
794,575. I.C.C. Railway Statistics for 1906, p. 16.

4To level up the "cuts" and "fills" in order to make it worth
anything at all, except in places where land is dear, will cost
more than the sale of it can "bring about. As Professor Hadley
has remarked, their removal is impossible, and "the lion and the
lamb must lie down together'.'^
tiie
Moreover, as a rule
,
^railway cannot die. Its rivals
cannot drive it out. They can make it feel hungry, but they
can not starve it to death. The more it is driven to the wall,
the more active it becomes. It may be paralyzed financially;
but it will never be dead commercially. Instead of going out of
business like other enterprises, when bankrupt it becomes more
ready and more alert for all kinds of business. It becomes more
mischievous. The feverish struggles for traffic at all sorts
of rates and the embarassmelts occuring to solvent and healthy
roads by those in the hands of the receiver are well known. Ex-
perience everywhere shows that railroads as a business cannot
die. Any theory which tends to overlook this characteristic
of the railway is liable to lead to grave results; all
efforts should ai& to emphasize this point, for the railway
is permanent.
Hon- Physical Characteristics . Of the numerous non-
physical characteristics of the railway, first may be mentioned
its object. To secure economy in cost of haulage is given ar
the object of the "specialized roadway" by Mr. W. M. Acworth,
an English economist. To make it a profitable investment as
1. A. T. Hadley: Railway Transportation, 1903, p. 19.
2. Elements of Railway Economics, 1905, p. 6.

a dividend-paying proposition, to get the indirect "benefits to
trade and general intercourse and to increase the "value of
houses and lands" were those advanced by I.Ir. J. B. Jervis, an
American authority. 1 To these distinctly economic objects may
be added a political and social one, namely, that of uniting the
people. These objects may be put under two heads; public and
private. The former object is for the general welfare of the
country, the latter is for the prosperity of the railroad as a
business. According to this division, that object which aims
to make the railway a profitable investment is evidently pri-
vate, while all the rest may be called public.
As to the relative importance of these two classes of
objects, in projecting a railroad, opinions differ. Moreover,
there is hardly any settled rule for all cases. ouch relative
importance has to be determined by the circumstances of each case.
Like an empirical formula, its application has to vary with the
constants - the facts in our case - in each experiment. The
rule derived from one case may be useless in another.
While there is no general rule applicable to all cases,
experience shows that it is safe to give equal consideration to
both the private and the public objects. Indeed, it was to pro-
mote this public welfare that much of the early railway construc-
tion was prompted and executed. Many writers have recognized
this fact. Mr. H. 3. Tanner writing about railroads some sixty
years ago said: "whether the internal improvements will prove
sufficiently productive to ensure the ultimate liquidation of the
1. Railway Property, 1881, p. 65.

6debt incurred in their construction is a question of secondary
importance, when viewed in connection with the moral, political
and commercial advantages which must flow from their use".-*-
Mr. Wilson of Massachusetts in voting for the bill to support the
construction of the Union Pacific said: "What are seventy- five
or one hundred millions in opening a railroad across the central
regions of this country that shall connect the people of the Pa-
cific and the Atlantic and bind us together? lothing." 2 Al-
though these views verged toward the extreme, they served their
purpose at the time, and they continue to be useful for general
guidance in the future. If such views are unsafe for railroad
enterpreneurs to entertain as their whole guide, they ought at
least to engage their attention in connection with the consider-
ation of other objects of railway projection.
Moreover, to consider the public objects properly is
not only legitimate, but is practically feasible. Even looked
upon from the business point of view of the railway construc-
tors, this consideration, when properly applied, is in the long
run profitable. To pay too much attention to the personal
object often leads to unsound calculations and near-sighted
judgments; but to consider the public interests properly will
alv/ays insure broadness of policy and lasting advantages. Ex-
perience shows that if a railway is really a social, political
and commercial necessity, it invariably proves to be a financial
success sooner or later; while the roads built for purely per-
sonal objects often meet with failure soon after or even before
I. H. S. Tanner: Canals and Railways of the U. S.
,
1840, p. 27,
E. 57th Congress, End Session, p. S754. Quoted by white in his
History of Union Pacific, p. 70.

7their completion.
Another characteristic of the railway is its influ-
ence. It penetrates into every phase of human activity and
into every walk of life. Every individual person as well as
every nation feels it.
The influence of the railway upon international rela-
tionship, for instance, is indeed significant. The equation
of things extends, through the railway, beyond the "borders of
any one country. 7hat was formerly purely domestic, now he-
comes international. Moreover, there is no exception to this
rule. "Every portion of the world", says Mr. Poor, "is "becom-
ing subject to the influence of the railways".^" The revolution
brought about by the railway is such that it affects the diffu-
sion cf knowledge, the interchange of ideas, the creation of
international and new commerce, and the perpetuation of peace.
This influence is felt by the merchants and manufacturers as well
as by the rulers and generals. In economic as well as in poli-
tical conflicts between nations, the railway now plays a most im-
portant part.
The economic influence of the railway is equally signi-
ficant. It encourages the investment of capital in new indus-
tries. It facilitates the flow of money just as it does the
movement of people and commerce. In short, like the introduc-
tion of an electric current into the plating vessel, it sets all
the molecules of commerce into motion. In addition, it also
removes the business and prosperity from one place and settles
1. J. A. Poor, First International Railway, 18 , p. 266.

6them upon another. It builds up cities and towns; it also
devastates them. This integrating and strengthening influence
is inherent in the railway. The maximum amount of good re-
sults from the test location.
The influence of the railway upon capital and labor
has brought about a greater productivity. It has broadened
the market for production and thereby has promoted the division
of labor. On account of the railway, no place will even think
of manufacturing everything for itself as formerly; but it only
manufacturers the few things which it can do better than other
places,. and get the rest of what it needs from other localities.
The laborer will no longer manufacture the whole of any article;
but he only makes a part of it with which he is best acquainted
and let others do the rest. Thus, it is through the influence
of the railway that the "specialization of industrial functions"-!:
as Mr..H. T. ITewcomb calls it, and the localization of indus-
tries have been promoted, the result of which is the enormous
productivity of both capital and labor of today.
But it is its influence upon wages and prices which
attracts special attention. The world over, this influence
of the railway is keenly felt. It tends every where "to level
up the rate of wages, or cost of labor", as remarked by Mr.
JeanJ, "and to level down the cost of the necessaries of life..."
This influence is so obvious, it seems unnecessary to produce
statistics to support the statement.
1. H. T. Eewcomb, Railway Economics, 1898, p. 9.
2. J. S. Jean, Railway Problems, 1887, p. XVII.

9The social influence of the railway is recognized "by
many writers. Indeed, the promotion of social intercourse was
not seldom one of the chief purposes for which some of the early
roads were constructed. Professor Johnson's phrase that "Trans-
portation has to do with the transmission of ideas'1 expresses
the idea of many thoughtful men."*"
An interesting instance of this influence is its effect
upon the spoken language of the people. In the United States
for example, it is due to the facilities given by the railway
towards the social intercourse of the people in different sec-
tions of the country, that the language now spoken is so uniform.
Were it not for this influence, it would not be hard to conceive
the possibility that such barriers as the Rockies a^d the Alle-
ghanies together with the long distance between the east and the
west would so isolate the people that in the course of a few gen-
erations their language would be so changed that they could
ro longer readily understand each other. This possibility will
that
be easier to conceive, when we find such conditions actually
A
exist^ in China today, though the railway is gradually improving
those conditions.
The moral influence of the railway, so far as the writ-
er can see, is questionable. Although the railway has in some
cases elevated the moral standard of some savage tribes in Africa
and may be that of some of the civilized communities, it very
often has a pernicious effect upon the morals of many a rural
community. ^laces where a high code of morals is observed are
sometimes demoralized by the appearance of the railway. The
1. S. R. Johnson: Railway Transportation, 1907, p. 1.
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influx of strangers - especially homeless strangers - invariably
has a demoralizing effect upon the rural community. The rush
of commercialism is accompanied by the slighting of morality.
Moreover, the urban life which is a shadow of the railway opens
another source of demoralization. The economic gains from such
urban life may be considerable ; but the moral losses are too well
known to need emphasis.
The benefits resulting from the use of the railway are
as numerous as they are characteristic. There is no other single
industry which has conferred as many and as great benefits upon
the world as the railway. Of these numerous benefits, but a few
can be emphasized in this connection; and of these few the devel-
opment of new territory is about the greatest. Besides having
earned fortunes for thousands of individuals, and having fur-
nished employment to millions of men, the railway has transformed
deserts into productive lands and brought wildernesses within the
reach of civilization. A review of the development of new ter-
ritory and the growth of the railway system in this country will
show that the one always leads the way of the other. Wherever
the railway goes, there follows a rapid development of the coun-
try. Upon the appearance of the railway valueless lands begin
to command good prices, wild prairies commence to become produc-
tive. For years the fertile soil of the Mississippi Valley
lay idle and only partially productive; for years the western
territory was destitute of cultivation. What developed these
lands, what transformed the vast country of the buffaloes and
the Indians into homes of industrious men? Of all the factors,
the railway stands foremost. As soon as it reached the Missis-
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sippi, the fertile soil of Illinois began to supply the country
and the world with its corn; as soon as it penetrated into the
northwest, the Dakotas commenced to ship their wheat into the
Eastern markef. With such results before us, we are able to
appreciate the significance of Mr. M. E. Tngalls' testimony be-
fore the Industrial Commission that the railroad is "the great
factor in the development and improvement of this country".
1
This benefit has been recognized since long ago, al-
though not always properly appreciated. Many railway projects
were launched on account of this benefit. In 1860 there were
about thirty thousand six hundred miles of line 2 , while today
there are over two hundred thousand. According to one writer,
two-thirds of the later construction was intended to develop
new regions and new trades. Moreover, it is a well acknow-
ledged fact that nearly every one of the land-grant roads in the
west and middle west was constructed generally for this purpose,
and every one of them has done much towards this end.
Every one who is acquainted with the growth of this
country can be readily led to admit that the railway has been
instrumental in "hastening" the development of "he western ter-
ritory; but some are not easily persuaded to believe that the
railway has been the chief factor in making such development pos
sible. What has happened in different countries, however, lead
the writer to believe that were it not for the railway, such
development of the new territory would have never been possible.
1. U. S. Industrial Commission Report, Vol. IV, p. 287.
2. Miles in operation in 1860 was 30,635, Poor's Manual, Vol.1
fp. 19.
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Other factors might have "brought about some, but never such ex-
tensive and intensive development as we find to-day; "for",
as one writer says, "it is the railway, not the newspaper, nor
the six-mule team nor the schoolmaster, that is .the real western
pioneer. The railway comes before the factory, brings with it
the plow, opens the mine, and sounds the tragic knell of the re-
ceding forest"
.
A study of the actual conditions in other countries will
help us to appreciate this statement. The case of China today
illustrates how the railway alone can develop new territories
effectively. The relation, geographically and otherwise, be-
tween China and her western provinces and dependencies is similar
to that between the United States and her western territories.
Western China has richer mines than western United States. Chi-
na's new territories offer just as promising agricultural and other
opportunities as the Mississippi Yalley. Moreover, eastern
China is ten times more thickly populated than the state of I^ew
York or Pennsylvania, and hence it denards emigration to the west
far more imperatively than the Hew England states. In brief,
all circumstances in China favored the opening up of China's un-
developed territories just as much as the conditions in America
favored the United States; yet what actually happened is total-
ly different. The more adventurous nature of the Americans
and the home-loving instinct of the Chinese might have had some
effect; but these two factors alone could not account for such a
vast difference. What lies at the bottom of the two extreme
1. Outlook, Feb. 27, 1909, p. 449.
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cases is the difference in railway facilities. If the United
States had not extended the railway into the undeveloped terri-
tories, these territories would have remained undeveloped; on
the other hand, if China had built her railways into Szechuan
and Tibet, her eastern provinces would never have been so con-
gested and her western territories would have long ago commenced
to yield their share of revenue to the government instead of
still remaining a drain upon the public treasury.
Another characteristic benefit of the railway is its
unparalleled power in cementing the political union. The num-
erous lines of rail reaching from the Ureat Lakes to the Gulf,
from the Pacific to the Atlantic, are ties stronger than mighty
armies and more binding than the Constitution. Through these
steel arteries, the east can feel the pulse of the west; through
the unprecedented intercourse made possible by the railway, the
north may appreciate the tastes of the south. All parts of the
country become mutually dependent, all sections feel close to
each other. V/ith such a conglomeration of peoples, with so
vast a continental territory as that of the United States, and
with such divergencies of interests in the North and the South,
it is only the railway which has linked together these different
sections into a strong Republic. Take the railway away from
this country, and it is not unsafe to predict that, within the
short period of three or four generations, these United States
might degenerate into several feeble, independent nations. ^ In
cementing the political union, the railway has prevented what
1. Griswold, the Federalist leader, said in the House of Repre-
sentatives in 1803: "The vast unmanageable extent which the
f Over)
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what might have been probable and has brought about what might
have been impossible.
This cementing power of the railway has often been
taken into consideration in railway projects. The Baltimore
and Ohio, the Union Pacific and many other lines were originally
projected and pushed forward by the government for this purpose.
Many states like Georgia, Tennessee, etc., in endorsing Mr. Whit-
ney's plan of a railroad from Lake Michigan to Columbia River
said that such an extensive road would "tend to consolidate our
Union".
1. John W. Million: State Aid to Railways in Missouri, p. 56.
accession of Louisiana will give the United States, threat-
ened at no distant day the subversion of the Union". Even
Jefferson, after accomplishing his great task of the Louis-
iana purchase expressed doubt whether one government could
be maintained over so great an extent of territory and spoke
rather cheerfully of the probability of an Atlantic and a
Mississippi republic in friendly rivalry, and as to Oregon
he was quite clear that it would be impracticable to ex-
tend our government over it. Albert Gallatin, of Pennsyl-
vania, believed that it would be best for the future "Atlan-
tic and Pacific nations, while entertaining the most friend-
ly relations, to remain independent, rather than to be
united under the same government". Benton of Missouri,
in discussing a bill before the Senate in 1825 for the
occupation of the Columbia River, which he favored because
it would be the nucleus of a new American republic on the
Pacific, said: "This republic should have limits", and
suggested that the ridges of the Rocky Mountains may be
names without offense as presenting a convenient, natural
and everlasting boundary. Daniel Webster, as late as
1845, in discussing Texan annexation, said: "Perhaps
the time was not far distant when there would be es-
tablished beyond the Rocky Mountains and on the shores
of the western sea, a Pacific republic of which San Fran-
cisco would be the capital". There were many other
clear-sighted men who doubted the possibility of ever
bringing the vast areas that now constitute the United
States under one government. (Railway World
,
February
IE, 1909.)
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The benefit to the country in military emergencies and
in the unceasing commercial wars with other nations, is as char-
acteristic as it is interesting. Modern warfare, military or
economic, is won not only "by the number of soldiers or by the
adequacy of the factory and the richness of the soil, but also
by the efficiency of the railway. The mere strength of the army^
when compared with tlae question of putting that army at strategic
points at strategic times, dwindles to secondary significance in
modern warfare. Similarly, if other circumstances are equal,
the country whose railways are more efficient in bringing its
products to the common market has a decided advantage over its
rivals. More than one writer acknowledge that English inland
bringing about
transportation was instrumental in^England's early supremacy
in trade. The rapid development of international trade in Bel-
gium since her separation from Holland in 1830, and her supre-
macy over Holland foll07/ing the adoption of her well planned
railroad system, make the point indisputable.
The benefits to the general public are even more
numerous than those to the state. So extensive are they that
they are felt in every phase of life and in all branches of
civilization. A mere enumeration of such benefits will require
more time and space than the present treatment will permit. Suf-
fice it to say that it has brought about great economy in con-
sumption and has greatly broadened the field for production.
Through the reduction of price, what were formerly luxuries are
now daily necessaries. If one examines the articles at his
hand, he will find that were it not for the railway, at least
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two- thirds of them would have "been prohibitive in cost. Hot
only has the railway "brought about a reduction of prices, but
it has increased the variety of choice, thus securing to the
consumer greater economy as well as greater satisfaction. More-
over, by broadening the supply and the market, it has given a
greater elasticity to the economic relation between the dealer
and the consumer. The former does not necessarily depend upon
a certain community for his business, and the latter may get
his orders filled at places hundreds of miles away.
What the railway has done in broadening the field of pro
duct ion is well known. Besides giving an unprecedented impulse
to all industries, it has made possible the concentration and
specialization of production. That this concentration and spe-
cialization is a great economic benefit is shown by the fact that
it is only through such concentration and specialization each
place is enabled to utilize its natural and other advantages to
their present unprecedented limit. Itfew England, to take advan-
tage of its waterfalls and other advantages, develops manufactur-
ing industries, while the south and the west supplies her with
raw materials and food stuffs. If, however, the railway stops
running, not only will these industries be choked; but the whole
country will be paralyzed.
The power of the railway, similar to that of most other
innovations of modern civilization, is intrinsically good. It
is remarkable because of its magnitude and also because of the
fact that, like the power of fire and water, it can be so eas-
ily abused as to make it destructive and objectionable. More-
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over, at times this power may appear to "be infinitely great
,
and at times may totally disappear.
The good results "brought about by this power have,
indeed, never been surpassed. From a national point of view,
the people have been united, education revolutionized, consump-
tion and production economized, and the nation fortified. From
an international point of view, the power of the railway has
brought the nations nearer to each other, has shattered much of
the prejudice of different races, and has shortened and lessened
war. It is due to the railway that modern nations begin to
calculate the undertaking of warfare upon an economic basis,
and to dread more than ever the possibility of wide extended
devastation.
On the other hand, the very power which has brought
about these great beneficent results has been so abused as to
result in numerous irreparable damages. As the railway can
shorten distance, so can it lengthen it. As it can build up
cities and towns, so can it easily pull them down. It pro-
duces great economy in transportation, it also greatly increases
the extent and amount of "waste"."'" In short, its power can be
used to do unparalleled damage. The following opinion of Mr.
Jean will further help to illustrate this point.
"It is within the power of the railway boards to exalt
one district and depress another at will. The prosperity of a
district is not now, as formerly, to be measured by the equality
of its climate, the fertility of its soil, and the laborious
I. For details see 77. Z. Ripley, Railway Problems, 1907,
(pp. 484-517
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industry of its people, so much as by the high or low rates
under which the railways "by whom it is served allow it to
reach the market of the world. This remarkable power can, and
often does, stimulate the growth of industries in localities
which it fails to favor. 1 The railway also has power to
influence, if not actually control, the nation's politics.
Mr. A. 3. Stickney
}
writing in 1891. tells how the paid "lobby"
attended every session of the legislature, how judges of all
grades, the executive officers of the state, the members of
the legislature, the county, city, and town officials, the
"sticker" at caucuses and the "pot-house" politicians had
free passes, and how caucuses were "packed" and laborers
in construction gangs were compelled to vote as their "bosses"
directed, at least once, at each election.^ To make the
point still more definite, we may recall what J. A. Poor, said,
"These great ' railroad combinations in a measure control the
4trade, the public men, and the politics of the country."
In these words, we find the mischievous power of the railway
in a nut shell.
1. J. S. Jean*, Railway Problems, 1887, p. XIX.
2. As a matter of fact, it was only during Mr. Roosevelt's
administration that passes were prohibited. This time-
honored institution became so prevalent and common, for
years it was regarded as a matter of course that govern-
ment officials should have free passes. The sense of
morality was so blunted that this indirect bribery was
practiced everywhere with tolerance.
3. For details, see: A. B. Stickney, The Railway Problem, p. 11.
4. J. A. Poor, First International Railway, p. 240.
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To these may be added the damages which the railway
has done to individuals and communities, which in many cases have
been irreparable. But we must not blame the railway alone
for such abuses of its power. The railway no more desires to
to suffer the injury
do such injuries than those who are injured. All practical
economists agree that while the railway does often profit
by discriminating against certain persons or localities, never-
theless i"f also invariably suffers some loss from such dis-
criminations. Indeed, the railway knows perfectly that in
fail to
no case does it^find profit from the general prosperity of
the public which it serves. The railway sometimes acts crim-
inally, not because it likes to, but because it has to. It of-
ten becomes helpless; it is compelled to do wrong. The rail-
way is a common carrier, but it still remains a private busi-
ness. It is expected to earn something for its stockholders;
and, it must earn something for its bondholders; otherwise it
be
will at once^foreclosed. It is a public utility; but it is not
and cannot be a public charity. Like any other business pro-
position, it has to make money, and hence it is open to temp-
tations. In spite of its unparalleled power, it is often
overcome by such temptations. "The persistent importunities
of patrons, who beg openly, misrepresent unscrupulous, and
devise ingeniously, to the end that they may get a trifle, be
it ever so small, off tariff, in consideration of their
patronage," as said Mr. A. P. Walker, are too strong for the
railway to resist, respite its great power, it is apt to be
helpless before such patrons.
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Such is the remarkable nature of the power of the
railway. At times it seems unlimited; at times it dwindles
to insignificance. It can often defeat legislatures and
control the nation's politics, it may become entirely helpless
in the hands of a few shippers.
The last and most important characteristics of the
railway which has a direct bearing upon our subject is that
it is neither purely monopolistic nor entirely competitive.
It has some characters of both, but it has not all the charac-
ters of either. Many writers, however, claim that the rail-
way is and ought to be a purely competitive business, and still
many others believe that the railway is an absolute monopoly.
So much has been written upon this much disputed question,
there seems hardly anything left to be said. However, the
question is yet unsettled. 3ven to-day opinions are widely
divided, and much evidence is produced in support of either
side. The scope of this paper does not call for a detailed
examination of this disputed question except in so far as it
may bear upon our subject of the economic significance of
railway location.
Prof* Richard T. Sly in speaking of the evils of the
railways says, in plain words, that railways "are natural mono-
polies ;"^but according to Prof* A. T. Hadley's definition a
1. Harper's Magazine, for July, 1887, p. S60.
2. Hadley's Railway Transportation, sixteenth Impression, p. 64,
"A natural monopoly is ?;here competition is physically im-
possible^
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railway is not a monopoly at all. According to George
Stephenson's idea,-*- all railways should "be called monopolies,
George
while Sir. ?indlay "believes that there are very few railways
^ 2
which are open to the reproach of being monopolistic. During
one period, all railways seem to hurl themselves into cut-throat
competition; during another period, they tend to combine all
into one. Thus, while the railway has many of the character-
istics of a monopoly, it always has been and continues to be
subject to competition, the degree of which varies from time to
time. It may be regarded as a monopoly within its own zone
where immediate competition does not enter in, that is in the
so-called local and "necessary" traffic; but the extent of this
zone usually limits it from being really monopolistic. It
faces competition, direct and indirect, yet its worst kind of
abuses are the results of competition. Thus, it exhibits in
part the characteristics of a monopoly, and in part, those of a
competitive business. It is neither a perfect monopoly, nor
is it controlled by the laws of competition: it s characteris-
tics are peculiar to itself.
Moreover, the competition which the railway has to meet
is even broader in scope and more unavoidable than the competi-
tion between other industries. Besides the direct competition
with other roads, it has to face the constant competition with
1. "Where combination is possible, competition is impossible".
Kadley, Railway Transportation, 1903, p . 66.
2. "There is, in fact, a great tendency to regard railway com-
panies as monopolistic--a reproach to which, in these days
of unrestricted competition, few of them are open. "--Sir
George Findlay; Working and Management of American Railways
1099, pp. 298-299.
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water ways and the remote, "but important, competition of pro-
duct with product arid market with market. In order to make
the "business a permanent paying proposition, the railway has
to take into account not only what its immediate neighboring
roads and water ways are doing, hut it has to take note of
prices of goods in and from other countries. Its future de-
pends upon the businesses which it serves, and the prosperity
of these businesses depends upon how they are enabled to meet
their competitors on the common market. Whether these busi-
nesses will grow or decay largely depends upon how their rail-
ways help them to compete. This indirect competition, although
whose effects are remote, slow and hard to perceive, is work-
and
ing all the time^has a vital bearing upon all railways. The
results of Ed. Atkinson's thorough investigation of the trunk
line business show that the competition of railway with rail-
way and product with product has forced the charge for trans-
portation to the lowest point consistent with any profit what-
ever even on the strongest lines and on those which have been
called the greatest monopolies.^ Although the present state
of affairs is not so severe as it was lit Mr. Atkinson's time,
yet there is hardly any doubt that this competition still exists
On the other hand, -.ve find that, under certain
circumstances, it is utterly impracticable for the railway to
compete, from either the point of view of the shipper of the
1. Economic Tracts, No. XIX, pp. 11-23.
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railway itself. "While the result of other and ordinary com-
petition was to reduce and equalize prices, that of the rail-
way competition was to produce local inequalities and to ar-
bitrarily raise and depress prices"."*" This sentence of Mr.
Chas. F. Adams explains the impracticability of railway competi-
tion. Uot only has such competition ruined many railways, but
it has destroyed industries and produced ruinous panics. The
evidence before the Cullom Committee of 1886 indicated that the
fearful conditions resulting from the competition in the west had
shattered "to pieces the very soul of competition to guarantee
p
equal , treatment" . Hot only that, as it was expected to do,
such competition failed to bring about any healthy reduction of
rates, but it centered business of the competitive points into
fewer hands, drove business of the neighboring stations into
competitive points, and rendered it impossible for small
capitalists to establish themselves. The railway managers
no longer controlled their own business. The unscrupulous
shippers were the power behind the throne. Under the threat of
loss of business, railway managers were forced reluctantly to
3
make concessions which they knew were wrong. In spite of
the numerous theories unrestricted competition when applied to
the railway industry has proved to be utterly impracticable.
The railway, as we have seen, cannot monopolize as
X, Chas. t; Adams: Railroads, Their Origin, and Problems ,1886
,
p. 11
2. Langstroth and otilz, Railwa:/ Co-Operation
,
p. 18.
3. Eor details see Cullom Report, Appendix, p. 132.
If?
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common monopolies, and it cannot compete as ordinary competi-
tive business. *7e believe the one extreme conception of regard-
ing it as a pure monopoly is just as fallacious as the other
extreme conception of looking at it as an ordinary competitive
business. From the foregoing facts, it seems that the rail-
way industry is in part monopolistic and in part competitive.
It may be properly made, without any harm, a monopoly to a
certain extent, and it may and does compete, even with advantage
to the public. Ho one will deny that it is a monopoly within
its narrow limits; but outside of such limits, it has to face
competition of all descriptions.
Conclusion . The foregoing are some of the most
prominent characteristics of the railway which bear directly
upon the significance of railway location. We have seen that
the
the railway on the one hand, has been means of earning for-
K
tunes to its investors and of conferring great benefits upon
the communities at large. We have also seen that, on the other
hand, it has been the tool of blackmailing and the source of
much trouble and injury to the capitalists as well as to the
general public. In spite of these vastly different results,
we must remember that the railway itself, when properly under-
stood^ properly located and properly handled, can not but confer
blessings upon all. "So one probably has ever had a clearer
conception of this fact than I.Ir. J. A. Poor who, in the early
days of railway projects, stated that "Ho man yet had lived
since the advent of the railroad, adequate to conceive, much
less describe in words, the true greatness of its mission.
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while simplest of all the agencies of progress, it is the
grandest of men's inventions. It gives to one community
the opportunity, the enjoyments, and the refinements of every
other; it equalizes the "burdens which come of diversity of
condition; and it lifts individuals and communities alike in
the scale of being."^- Undoubtedly this conception of the
railway is v/hat the railway ought to be., In fact, it can be
a^d only is such, if it is but put where it belongs. Like a
human being, when the railway is placed in a good environmen'
and in a suitable position to develop properly, it will become
useful and well-behaved with little regulation or restriction^;
but if placed in an unfavorable location it will become
mischievous in spite of all restrictions. By keeping in
mind this point and the foregoing characteristics, we shall
be able to appreciate more fully the economic significance of
railway location.
1. J. A. Poor, First International Railway, p. 261.
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Chapter II Economic Significance of Railway Location
A General Survey.
Introduction , Location is one of the first questions to
be considered in every railway project. It not only greatly
influences the floating of the proposition, but it determines,
to a large extent, the ultimate success of the enterprise.
In addition, as we have briefly shown, the location of a rail-
way plays an important part in determining whether that rail-
way is to be a great benefit or a general burden to the public.
Besides constantly confronting the engineer and the railway
projector, the matter of location should receive the careful
consideration of the economist, the financier, and the govern-
ment; for it is the key-note of the railway problem. If the
location is first and properly adjusted, the problems which arise
after the construction will be much easier to solve. On the
other hand, if the location is slighted, as is often done, it
will be a thousand times harder to baffle the consequent and
natural evils which are apt to follow unjustified location.
First of all, it may be asked what is a good or bad lo-
cation. To answer this question, we have to recall the ob-
jects for which the railway is constructed. The railway, as
briefly shown, is not a purely commercial business. It enters
intimately into the social, economic and political problems of
the whole country, and it even affects the international relat-
ions of nations. ITor is the railway a charitable undertaking
to render its services only for the public benefit. On the
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one hand, it is expected to contribute its share to the public
welfare and to prove its usefulness to the country; on the
other, it is required to earn something for its stockholders.
*i7hat may be called a perfect location from the commercial point
of view may be totally untenable from the public point of view,
and vice versa. To determine the location, hence, one has to
take into account these different view points. As a business
proposition, the probable earnings and expenditures, both
original and permanent, should be carefully examined and esti-
mated. As a public carrier, the effects upon the social,
economic and political conditions of the country must be con-
sidered. It is only by placing these commercial and non-com-
mercial considerations together and weighing them side by side,
that one may expect to arrive at any sound conclusions.
Unfortunately ,. however
,
many railways have been located
without any such serious and balanced consideration. Leaving
aside, for the present, the numerous roads which were located
expressedly for black-mailing purposes or for gigantic swindles,
we find that even some of the apparently good roads are not so
properly located as to produce the maximum amount of good to all
concerned. In the past, it is not seldom that the different
parties to the determination of the location have taken extreme
views. The state usually ignores the question of location; the
look only
enthusiastic communities. at the increase of price on their lands
K
'
and houses without thinking of the probable prosperity of the
railway; and the railway seldom pays enough attention to the
probable effect upon the welfare of the communities, much
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less to that upon the country and the other roads. At times,
all these three forces, or errors, seem to work together, to
produce the worst kind of undesirable locations. Each party-
seems to he selfish I whichever has the dominating influence
in determining the location^ ist^ invariably has that location
suit its own interests with little or no regard to the inter-
ests of the other parties. Had all the parties taken a keener
interest in the problem of location and tried to solve it with
a view of justice to all, the result of railway operation during
the last half century would have been different. It is
the wonderful and unprecedented growth of the country, which
has helped, more than any other factor
}
to alleviate the
burden of wasteful location.
There are many justifications for the construction of
a railway. But foremost and most important of all seems to be
the increase of economy in haulage. By this is meant that the
railway is to be located and built to meet the demands of the
place and country. If it can actually and legitimately bring
about enough economy in haulage, it will be a business success
as well as a public benefactor. Economy in haulage does not
mean temporary, local, or spasmodic reduction of rates or the
feverish shifting of goods from one place to another. It
means that haulage may be done with economy of cost to the public
as well as to the railway. Haulage may be called economical to
the public only when it is done to such an extent and in such a
way as to meet the justifiable demands of the shipper and the
consumer of one community without any serious reactions
,
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upon those of other communi ties , so that the energy used in
doing this haulage is economical when compared with the amount
of good which the haulage brings about. It may be called
economical to the carrier, only when that carrier can get enough
to do at an economical cost to itself as well as to its patrons,
without any wasteful struggles. When one community does so
much shipping as to annihilate the industries of other communi-
ties without a relatively greater increase of wealth of the
nation, and when one carrier get3 his traffic in such a way as
to mean an equal amount of loss of traffic to another carrier,
then such haulage cannot be called economical. Such haulage,
as is extensively and continually carried on by the starving, ill-
located roads, is the worst kind of waste in transportation,
for it is not only snatched from the hands of those to whom it
belongs and by whom it can be done more economically, but it
means a waste of energy for no corresponding increase of pro-
duction. It is only by economical location that economic
haulage, and hence justifiable location, may be secured.
Importance of Location . The importance of location,
naturally arises from the characteristics of the railway. The
non-physical characteristics show that all the powers aufl in-
fluences of the railway depend upon location for their usefulness
Unjustifiable location not only seriously curtails the power of
the railway to confer blessings, which are the natural gifts of t
the railway ,but may also force the railway to abuse its power by
doing much damage. As a business and as a public utility, the rail
way depends largely upon its location for its success.
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The physical characteristics of the railway make the
matter of location even more important. It is just as vital
for a country to extend its railways into proper places as to
have an extensive railway system. In commercial as well as in
other rivalries, a few properly located roads often count even
more than numerous other lines which cannot "be readily called in-
to service. History shows that the lack of even a few miles
of railway in vital places has played havoc and has turned the
1
fate of nations
.
The permanency of the railway adds more weight to the
importance of location. Mr. Thomas L. Greene in treating the
inter-relatio r ship between the intrinsic and requisite perma-
nency of the railway and the safety of the "bondholders of the
railway^, brings us face to face with the vital consequences of
railway location. The railway as a business and as a public
carrier depends upon its permanency and position for its value.
Like most of the mediaeval monarchs , its potential value counts
more for its pov/er and splendor than its intrinsic merits. ("nee
its permanency and its position are removed, it becomes a heap
of rubbish. When a thing can be placed and removed with ease,
the matter of location may even be slighted somewhat at the start
1. Zee Hadley, Railway Transportation, 1903, p. 15.
2. See L. Greene, Corporation Finance, 1907, pp. 34-35.
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in order to get the best location by trial; but when it must
remain where it is put, the question of location becomes
paramount
.
Another fact which makes location a serious matter is
the incentive to the people which good location gives. A well
located railway brings returns which will encourage other under-
takings. This is especially true in a country which is in sore
need of the railway and which is just beginning to adopt it. If
at the start, all its railways are carefully located and thereby
may
their success assured, not only much of the unpleasant experiences
of those countries which slighted the question of location
be avoided, but much needful money saved. On t:>e other
hand, the failures and abuses of unscrupulously located lines
will not only give much trouble and waste much capital, but they
will prove as discouraging as throwing cold water upon the in-
vestors. Experience shows that when railways as a whole are
booming, any kind of a scheme is able to enlist ren to subs-
cribe to its stocks or to take up its bonds; but when some of
them break down, even the sound old established roads find
trouble in getting capital. The investors, like flocks of
sheep, seem to go forward or backward all together, or rather
to follow a certain number of leaders. Often they are in-
fluenced to invest just as much by the general current of the
financial narket as by the soundness of the business itself.
Hence it is necessary that all factors of discourageme t should
be removed as far as possible.
This is especially true in a country where railway is
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still an innovation and where everything is in transition.
In such a country people are yet uncertain as to the ultimate
fate of the railway, and hence they htve not ordinary confi-
dence to invest in railways. In a country where the rail-
way is a settled industry, it takes a large number of failures
to interfere much with further construction; but in a country
where it is of recent introduction the break down of a few
roads may be sufficient to arrest all progress.
Another reason why location is especially important
in a new country is that experience shows that at the beginning
of the introduction of the railway reckless locations and bogus
schemes are likely to be more common than during subsequent
years. Mature seems always to give the railway a good start
in the shape of early abnormal returns, which invariably in-
toxicate investors and the public. Thus they imagine that any
precipitating
railway will earn fortunes and accomplish good, hence^reckless
construction without any attention to the fundamental rules of
location. '"he result of such reckles ness is usually a general
collapse. The railway history both of England and of the
United States tells the same story. China is now on the verge
of some kind of a mania. Everybody seems to be interested in
railways, mushroom schemes rise and fall. If, however, at this
point the government should take steps to see that only sound,
well- located railways are authorized, and if the public be edu-
cated to appreciate the 7/isdom of such action, what has happened
in Europe and America may be avoided. Proper precautions in
regulating location at this time will not only prevent the
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b general disastrous collapse which is surely to follow un-
restricted railway construction, but will encourage much money,
which would otherwise "be wasted, to he invested in gainful and
greatly needed projects.
Experience shov/s that too much railway is just as
had as too little, too fast construction often is just as harm-
ful as too slow, and an ill- located railway may prove riot much
better than no railway at all. It is only by following the
that
"middle path' T one can get the maximum amount of benefit out of
N
the railway. Thus the motto of the government and the public
ought to be "encourage the railway but do not forget the im-
portance of location, remember the railway's obligations to
investors and also keep in mind its duties to the public."
When a line is located by experts with these points in view,
then it is in a position to confer the maximum amount of bene-
fit upon all.
Bad Location, Extent of. The extent of bad location
of the railway is perhaps much greater than the average man can
conceive • ^eople are usually optimistic in looking at the
railway business. If a railway struggles to get along without
going into the hands of receivers, it is often regarded as doing
pretty good business. The spier dor of some of the roads and
the occasional declaration of seven or ten per cent dividends
often dazzle people and lead them to forget the large number of
railways which are either paying unfavorable returns or even
no returns at all. When we find that even during the most
prosperous year of 1905-06 there was about 34$ of the total
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railway stock of the United States paying no dividend at all and
that in addition there was over 10 per cent of the total railway
stock paying less than 4 per cent, it is clear that railway busi-
ness is not so rosy as most people think it is. Since well
located railways should always bring a favorable return, and since
the science of railway operation and management of today is, in-
deed, better understood, and more properly applied than that of
2
other industries often yielding 10 to 20 per cent or even more,
this large per centage of non- dividend-paying stocks points to
the immense extent of bad location in existing railways.
To reveal more clearly the extent of bad location, we
may recall the relative growth of the railway and of those things
for which the railway was built. The increase of railway mile-
age during the first half of the nineteenth century was over 40
per cent, while the increase of grain, hay, and meat products -
that is the food stuff of the people - which constituted one-half
of the total tonnage moved by the railways fvas only 10 per cent;
and that .total population and all products of the country was only
1. Per centage of railway stocks paying no dividends according
to Interstate Commerce Commission statistics of 1906.
1896. . .70.17$ 1900. . . 54.34$ 1904. . .42.53$
1897. ..70.10$ 1901. ..48.73$ 1905. . .37.16$
1898. . .66.26$ 1902 . . . 44 . 60$ 1906 . . . 33 .46$
1899.
. .59.39$ 1903 . . , 43 . 94'1
2. The Governor of Iowa, in a printed article over his own
signature, appearing in the February, 1907, number of
FARMING, gave a number of specific instances where money
invested in farm lands earned from 18 to 23$, and he re-
ferred to such cases as typical. Railway World, March
12, 1909, p. 217.
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about 7 per cent. 1 The American people were so fascinated by the
railway that they located it everywhere, without any serious re-
gard to the commercial and other conditions of the country. They
were optimistic beyond all conception about the railway enter-
prise. "They built roads everywhere, apparently in perfect
confidence that the country would so develop as to support all
the roads that could be built. Consequently roads sprang up
as if by magic, and after they were constructed, as it was im-
possible to remove them from places where they were not wanted to
places where they were wanted, they lived upon the land where
they could, and, where the business of the land would not sup-
p
port them, they fought and ruined each other. 4" The very phrase,
"Railway Mania" bring before us vividly the recklessness with
which the people constructed railways.
The distribution of the railway mileage in the dif-
ferent parts of the country also reveals the great extent of bad
location. The average mileage per 10,000 inhabitants for the
United States as a whole is 26.78 miles; and the average mileage
per 100 square miles of territory is 7.55 miles ;™ but the actual
distribution of the railway mileage throughout the country ghows
no uniformity, whatever unit is used for comparison.
1. For details of an interesting treatment of this point see
Economic Tracts, 1883, Ho* XXX, pp. 7-10.
2. Charles F. Adams: Railroads, Their Origin and Problems, 1886,
p. 118.
3. United States Interstate Commerce Commission Railway Statis-
tics, 1906, p. 16.
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A close study of table Ho. 1 which gives the density
of population and the distribution of railway mileage in twelve
states will give some idea of how arbitrarily railway mileage
is distributed in these states.
Table Bo. 1.
Density of Population and Distribution of Railway Mileage.
State 1 2 3 4 5 6
California
Florida
950
970
+ 2.1
40.63
65.06
+ 60.2
4.27
6.99
+ 63.7
Utah
B. Dakota
340
455
+33.8
59.51
106.88
+ 79.6
2.21
5.36
+142.5
B. Carolina
Wisconsin
3880
3810
-1.8
21.12
32.49
+ 54.0
9.08
13.61
+38.8
Maryland
Ohio
12050
10200
-18.2
11.22
20.26
+ 81.0
14.90
22.79
+ 59.6
Missouri
New Hampshire
4675
4573
-2.2
23.55
27.75
+ 17.8
11.74
13.98
+19.0
Arkansas
Minne so ta
2455
2215
-10.8
31.33
42.59
+ 33.1
8.54
10.38
+ 21.5
1. Population per 100 square miles.
2. Per cent difference between two consecutive states.
3. Railway mileage per 10,000 inhabitants.
4. Per cent difference.
5. Railway mileage per 100 square miles.
6. Per cent difference.
1. Calculated according to the data given in the U. S. Int. Com.
Comm. Ry. Statistics for 1906 and U.S. Census for 1900.
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The conditions of California and Florida, Utah and
lorth Dakota, and all the other pairs of states in the table,
are about the same, yet the table shows a vast difference in
the mileage both per 10,000 inhabitants and per 100 square miles
of territory. Take California and Florida for instance, the
difference of their population per every hundred square miles
is only E.l per cent, while the difference in railway mileage
per 10,000 inhabitants is 60.2 per cent and the difference of
mileage per 100 square miles is 63.7 per cent. In a similar
manner we may go down the list and find that there is neither
harmony nor uniformity in the distribution of railway mileage
in the different states which apparently have similar condi-
tions. These facts reveal that local agitations and specula-
tors' activities had much to do in locating the railways of
this country. They also indicate that there is either too much
railway in one part of the country or too little in another,
either case shows bad location.
While we admit that all the railways have done some
good to the public, we cannot but feel that if they were better
distributed according to the requirements of the localities, they
would not only hive done more good by preventing much of the
speculation and the accompanying evils that have occurred, but
also could have simplified largely the present railway problem
yet to be solved. With such a great asset as its business
instinct "to make good", especially in the railway business, and
with the help of its knowledge of railway science,
1. For similar conditions in 1890 see U.S.Ind. Com.Rt. IV, p. 742.
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it is not hard to conceive that, if a little more attention is
directed toward seeing that the railway is put where it belongs,
America may be able to solve the railway problem. It is rather
unfortunate that in spite of all her activities and earnestness
in regulating the railway and in spite of the recommendations of
many of her railroad men, 1 the United States so far has taken
no definite steps in the direction of the regulation of railway
location. It is to be hoped that she will soon see the import-
ance of such regulation.
It is not contended that railway mileage should be dis-
tributed among the different states exactly according to their
sizes or population. Such a mechanical distribution may be
neither possible nor profitable. But we do emphasize the point
that much of the mileage, as shown by its marked differences be-
tween states of exactly similar conditions, represents worse than
useless duplication in some parts of the country and sore need
of railway facilities in other parts. Mr. D. J. Lewis* testi-
mony before the Industrial Commission of 1899 establishes this
fact beyond question, when he said: "We are so accustomed to
regard our immense railway mileage that we forget the immense
tracts of country that have no such accomodations, and whose re-
sources are rendered, thus, beyond the reach of men".
It is an old saying fwe have twice too many railways
and yet half enough'. I have no complete data at hand going to
1. Mr. M.E.Ingalls, President of the "Big Four" Railway; Mr. Paul
Morton, 2nd Vice-President of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe, and about a score of other prominent railroad men recom-
mended governmental regulation of railway location. See
Index, Industrial Commission Report, Vols. IV and IX.
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show the amount of socially unnecessary railways, hut the use-
less duplications of competing roads must indeed "be great. In
Alleghany County, Maryland, where I write this paper, there are
four railways when two would abundantly meet the needs for which
railways, like public highways, should be built. Perhaps one-
fourth of the capital now invested in railways is wasted in
such duplications. . . A railroad now running from Cumberland,
Maryland, to Baltimore is in the hands of receivers presumably
because the traffic will not sustain the regular bonders' in-
terest charges. And yet it is now in contemplation by certain
'
West "Virginia interests to parallel the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad along this very line".
1
Between Baltimore and Hagerstowi.
• J
there at^unree li nee; one of 87, one of 104, and one of 158 miles
which all strive for Ihe traffic between the two points, while
"The whole business of that section could be handled by one
o
railroad". Instances of wasteful duplication like these are
numerous
.
From these testimonies it seems that the so-called
local "interests" have a good deal to do in bringing about bad
location. V.'hen such local interests tend to work to the detri-
ment of the public interest, it is high time to have them
properly placed under the regulation, if not strict control of,
the government.
Moreover, the mere mention of such roads as the r.Vest
Shore and the Sickle Plate is sufficient to bring vividly to our
1. U. S. Industrial Commission Report, Vol. IV, p. 741.
2. Ibid, Vol. IX, p. 622.
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minds the extent of unscrupulous location apparently tolerated,
if not encouraged, by the authorities. When such a strong and
wealthy road as the New York Central was forced to carry on its
operations for a period of five long years in about 1880 at a
profit of less than a quarter of a cent per ton-mile, 1 or for
one- four-hundredth of a cent profit for carrying a sack of "Gold
Medal" flour one mile and yet there was still the construction
J
of a parallel line to share this meager traffic, it shows
how freely black-mailing location was tolerated. When we
have ohese facts in view, we shall no longer wonder at the immense
extent of bad location which exists even today.
Results of bad location . But is is by studying the re-
sults of bad location that we may appreciate still more fully the
economic significance of railway location. Besides tieing up
needful capital, wasting useful resources, causing violent dis-
turbances in the financial world, etc., etc., bad location is
primarily responsible for the disastrous rate-wars, the ruinous
discriminations, the devastating collapses, the harmful legis-
lation. In short, it is at the bottom of all the abuses of,
and injuries done to the railway.
Indiscriminating location forced new roads to struggle
for the meager traffic which was barely, and in many cases not
sufficient even for the older roads. In many places where one
road with a comparatively small output of rolling stock could do
all the business, there were often three or more other lines ^
1. Ed. Atkinson: Railway, the Farmer, the Public, 1885, p. E47.
2. Circular Letters of the Southern Railway and Steamship Assoc-
iation, Vol. 3, p. 991. Referred to by Langstroth & Stilz.
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built to fight for the same limited amount of "business. The
result was that all roads had to face starvation. They were put
under a constant and severe pressure to earn money; and they tried
to earn it whenever and however they could. This pressure led
all the roads to resort to hostile methods. As if "by concerted
agreement, war was declared everywhere. Each one was armed to
fight against all the others. They employed corpse of spies,
they engaged special war councils. They went so far in their
struggle that in numerous cases they actually carried freight at
a net loss simply for the purpose of retaining their patrons.
To have some idea of how simultaneously and extensively the war
was carried on, we may recall the sudden fall of rates "between
the fighting points in the early sixties. In 1868 the rate from
Chicago to New York was $1.88 per hundred pounds for first class
goods and $0.80 per hundred pounds for fourth class goods. In
the summer of the next year, due to the pressure of the rate
war, all the freight rates "between these two points fell to a
flat common rate of $0.25 per hundred pounds for all classes. 1
This one instance between the two principal fighting points
only indicates what existed in thousands of other cases. The
war raged so fiercely that the phrase "cut- throat" no more than
merely portrays what existed everywhere during those days.
After raging about ten years, the war relaxed, not "because any-
thing was settled", remarked Professor Hadley2 , "but because all
parties were exhausted".
1« See Kadley, Railway Transportation, 1903, p. 93.
2. Ibid,, p. 95.
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As is well known, in carrying on the rate-wars, the
railways resorted to all kinds of evil practices. Like the
ancient barbarous armies, they forced the unfortunate and the
helpless to bear the horror of their devastation and fell upon
the unlucky districts to pay for their war expenses. They
enabled the big, unscrupulous dealer to crush out the small, in-
dependent one; they built up one place at the expense of another.
They sent special agents out to negotiate the terms of rebate,
and they offered all sorts of tariffs. In short, they stopped
at nothing. Special, secret contracts for rates were a rule
rather than exception, general schedules were but as dead letters.
When we recall that more than nine- tenths of all the complaints
against the railways were due to such discriminations, we can-
not but see that the extent and gravity of such discriminations
were simply appalling. As remarked by a writer: "Strife for
traffic led to discriminations between shippers and communities,
that in many cases were outrageous, and to rate wars that were
burdensome both to the railroads and the communities". Its
usefulness was so abused, that the railway actually degenerated
into a genuine public nuisance. "Between those years it is safe
to say that the idea of any duty which a railway corporation owed
to the public was wholly lost sight of".^
The strain of the war was so unbearable, that many
roads broke down. Stock and bond holders lost their investments;
1. Hadley, Railway Transportation, 19 03, pp. 100 - 120.
2. Logan G. Kclherson: The Working of the Railroads, 1907, p. 245
,
3. Chas. F. Adams: Railroads, Their Origin and Problems, 1886,
p. 123.
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farmers and manufacturers were ruined to fatten the unscrupulous
few. Thus, the general collapse, the alienation of public opin-
ion and the passage of stringent laws were only natural. The
havoc was so far reaching, that it will be years yet "before it
can be remedied.
Moreover, such duplication of railways as described in
the preceding paragraphs would have been worse than disastrous
in a country with less resources to remedy the injuries. It
might have so destroyed the public confidence in railways that
it would have taken generations to restore it. Even with her
unparalleled wealth and unlimited means for adopting and adjust-
ing these badly located roads, the United States did not go
through the panics with immunity. She did not suffer more,
not because the damages were slight, but because her strength
to stand the damages was great. She has recovered consider-
ably, not because she deserved to recover, but because she has
been fortunate.
It is not only in the United States that we find the
evil results which immediately follow reckless location. Due
to the lack of properly laid out lines of railways, serious
troubles arGse in the otherwise most laudible systems of the
Belgian railway and its management, which opened the door to
fraud and speculation and which resulted in great financial loss-
es to the government. This trouble could have been prevented
by a more careful location of its lines. The Phillipart case
is an example. By constructing and connecting a number of
cheap roads in the country parallel with the state roads, the
blackmailers succeeded in so embarrassing the operations of the
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state lines that the government was forced in 1870 to "buy them
.
1
out.
In France we find similar experiences. The deviation
from her original policy of mapping out her railways as evidenced
2
"by the creation of the "reseau vicinal" in 1865, precipitated
France into aliaost the same embarassing position in 1876 as that
experienced by Belgium seven years "before. France avoided the
direct financial loss; hut nevertheless she had to undertake
the clearing away of the ruins and debris resulting from the black
mailer's taking advantage of her lack of precaution in preventing
unscrupulous location.
These point to the fact that serious results are as
sure to follow reckless location as the sun rises in the morning.
As the study of history is but for the warning and guidance of
the future, it is well that all concerned bear these evil results
in mind so that they may be reduced to a minimum.
Causes of Bad Location . The causes of bad location
are indeed innumerable. The lack of foresight of the projectors,
the want of knowledge and experience of the engineers, the graft
of the stock jugglers, and numerous other factors, all have im-
mediate effects upon railway location. But above these, the
over-estimate of the benefits of the railway, the so-called local
interest, the fallacious theory of unrestricted railway competi-
1. C. F. Adams: Railroads, Their Origin and Problems, 1886, p. 106.
2. The law was dated July 12, 1865, authorizing the construction
of local lines as auxiliaries to the Main lines. For details
see G. Guillaumot: L 1 Organisation des Chemins de Fer En Franc
1899, p. 22.
3. C. F. Adams: Hailroads , Their Origin and Problems, 1886, p. 107.
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tion, and last, "but not the least, the lack of determination and
initiative on the part of the government in guarding against
unjustifiable location, were more responsible for the subsequent
and consequent disasters than all other causes put together.
The importance of railroads was too highly exaggerated in the
early eighties, and the advantages to be derived from them were
in many cases over-estimated. Communities as well as individuals
often offered large bounties in order to induce railways to be
located in their midst. The local interest had such a strong
hold upon the people that in many cases they went so far as to
give promises which were hard to fulfill. 1 The result of this
idolized local interest was the reckless location of lines in
places which had ample transportation facilities and the depriv-
ing of other places of their necessary share.
The eroneous idea of applying free railway competition
to guarantee equitable rates did its part, indeed, in bringing
about much of the undesirable location. "he application of this
fallacious theory brought about so much competition at competitive
points that goods at such points were transported at the expense
of places which could not secure such competition. In addition
to this, the speculators, under the disguise of ,T favoring'1 the pub-
lic with more competition , and hence more benefit,not only got the
consent but often the encouragement of the public to duplicate and
even to triplicate existing lines for no other purpose than to
2force the better roads to purchase them.
1. G. It. Paine: Granger Movement in Illinois, p. 16.
2. The Vest Shore and the lickle Plate are good examples to il-
lustrate this point.
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It is hard to understand why some of the governments,
in spite of all their efforts spent in railway legislation and
all their schemes to regulate the railway, have practically never
taken any active steps in regulating railway location. Besides
the requirements contained in the railway charters, which are so
loose and indefinite as to find no application in practice, one
finds no evidence of any action taken by the government on this
all- important question. Commissions have received numerous
testimonials from time to time advocating such regulation, yet
the government still remains inert. Even the requirements for
location as contained in the state laws are but dead letters. It
is indeed a rare thing to hear that any railway is unable to se-
cure a charter on account of its location. That this lukewarm
attitude of the government has been instrumental in fostering
the blackmailing and wasteful duplication of railways, few men
familiar with the subject will hesitate to admit.
Conclusion . The foregoing, in a general way, shows
some of the factors which influence railway location, and the
extent to which location enters into the railway problem. The
great amount of bad location together with its resulting evils
emphasize the significance of railway location upon the wellbeing
of the railway as well as upon that of the public. To slight
location is to undermine the earning capacity of the railway as
a business and to curtail the power of the railway as a public
utility.
1. Fox. a detailed analysis of the requirements of location Goy
(law, see B. H. Tleyer, Railway Legislation in the United
States, 1903, pp. 121-126; 75-77; 89; 93-94; and 122.
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Chapter III Economic Significance of Railway Location
Upon the Public.
The railway is less trammeled than the river and the
canal in overcoming distance; and it is more elastic than the
turnpike in adapting itself to the needs of the time. This
characteristic of the railway is most vividly examplified in
its location. The river has to conform with the configuration
of the land, the canal has to depend upon the river for its
usefulness, and the turnpike, in this age of rapid and enlarged
transportation, has to serve as feeder to the freer and more
adaptible means of transportation; but the railway is practi-
cally free from all these trammels. The railways traverse
each other; they raranify into deserts and wildernesses; they
scale mountains; they bridge rivers. Their location is deter-
mined rot so much by nature as by man. In the railway we find
the means of transportation in a compact and elast ic form.
General systems of location . The systems of railway
location, when looked at from the physical point of view, may
be called parallel, radiating, and traversing; and, when looked
at from the commercial point of view, may be divided into inde-
pendent or competing, dependent or tributary, and traversing
lines.
1
The economic significance of these different types of
location may be appreciated, when it is recalled that they are
1. Professor A. T. Hadley divides them into parallel, radiating
and inward radiating systems. See Hadley, Railway Trans-
portation, 1903, pp. 85-87.
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often the principal factors in determining the general policies
of the railway companies. The parallel competing line has al-
ways to pursue agrressive policies; that is, it has to watch
constantly the movements of its rivals and seek every opportun-
ity to adjust its own so as to be on equal or "better footing in
meeting its competitors. It usually has to spend large sums of
money not only in the maintenance and improvement of all its
facilities; hut also in employing large forces of men for adver-
tising and soliciting purposes. Moreover, such lines usually
have two or more important terminals to look after. The enor-
mously large sums of money spent in Chicago and Hew York by the
Trunk Lines furnish good examples of how the competing parallel
lines concentrate their utmost energy on their chief competing
terminals.
The radiating, or inversely the concentrating, lines
have to invest "big sums in securing suitable terminal facilities
in their common center. The railways of England and Germany
form excellent examples of this type. In the former country,
London is the heart of all the railways, from which important
systems spread out into all parts of the island. Towards this
common center every system seeks to converge and bring in its
tributes. Suras in some cases large enough to construct a sep-
arate system are spent in securing proper terminals in London. 1
The policy of su'h roads is to provide special attractions for
traffic to and from the common center. Their activities, which
1. The London and Brighton Company had to pay about $100,000
an acre for land alone for its Victoria Station. See
H. M. Ross, British Railways, 1904, p. 222.
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like the "beat of the pulse, are more pronounced in this heart, and
become less and less prominent as they spread out into the ramni-
fications
.
The tributary lines pursue a different policy. Their
usefulness lies in gathering up traffic along their routes and in
bringing that traffic to the main lines. As a business by them-
selves, they seldom bring enough return s_ to their investments;
but they are usually regarded and treated as subsidiary lines,
and hence their financial integrity guaranteed by the main lines.
Feeders, except those tapping competing centers, are usually con-
spicuous by the absence of the elaborate equipments and station
facilities which prevail on the main lines. The usual practice
seems to be to put as little as possible in such tributaries
so that they are kept alive to pick up the business along their
routes. Economy, rather than efficiency, appears to be the
watch-word.
Distinct from both of these, the traverse line has a
characteristic policy of its own. In some respects it is a
feeder, and in other respects it is a main line. When not
leased to or controlled by the parallel lines, it often has a
great influence upon these competing lines. Moreover, it often
has a decided advantage over the parallel lines in acting as a
feeder or as a main line. The traffic to go traversely, after
leaving the parallel lines, has to come to the same traverse
line, no matter through which one of the parallel lines it comes;
while the traffic going to the parallel Lines may go through ei-
ther one of the competing lines. A glance at the following
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figure will help to understand the whole situation. nraffic
O
carried by the line ITaO, for instance, to be shipped to d or any-
other point reached by the traverse line, has to go to the tra-
verse lina. But traffic picked up by the traverse
line to be shipped to U, for instance, may be sent to its des-
tination through either one of the four parallel lines, and that
to be shipped to or S may also be sent through at least three
different ways. A little manipulation by the traverse line,
which is not seldom done in practice, may swell the business of
some of the four competing lines and rob the others of their
rightful share of the business. Thus, the traverse line, in a
measure, has an advantage in her dealings with the parallel
lines. This is especially obvious, when it is remembered that
all the four parallel lines are eager to get as much as possible
from the traverse line, and each is ready to show some favoritism
for special consideration.
General course followed by Railway Location . Another
interesting feature of railway location is that it invariably
follows the course of its principal competitors. The fact
that the railway is always found to run along the banks of
rivers and even streams, whenever possible, to overcome the
common geographical barriers, further shows that the railway
and the waterways can be utilized net only for the same purpose
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but may cooperate with each other in discharging their duty as
carriers, and it also reminds us of the numerous similarities be-
tween them. A glance at the railway map of the United States
and a brief review of the characteristic location of the
early railways of this country, will make this point clear.
By looking at any railway map of the last twenty- five years, we
shall find that, besides the lines which run side by side with the
important inland water ways, there seems to be a continuous chain
of lines runring along the coasts of this country. Starting
from Seattle, Washington, this chain runs southward along the
Pacific, through Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and other
cities near the coast to the Pacific port San Diego. Coming to
the Gulf, we find the same kind of a chain which runs through
Bew "rleans ,Cedar Keys, Tampa, and other points on or near the
coast. Coming over to the Atlantic side, we find this feature
even more striking. A chain of lines starting from Jackson-
ville, Florida, links up Savannah, Charleston, Wilmington, Hick-
mond, ilew York, Hew Haven, Hew London, Providence, Boston, Port-
land, and numerous other ports on the coast. This general out-
line of railways running along the borders, especially the coasts
of this country, indicates the tendency of the railway of runn-
ing along the existing waterways. Moreover, it will be remem-
bered that the most important north and south lines are that
section of the Itfew York Central and the West Shore which
run along the banks of the Hudson P.i\er f , and the- Illinois
Central which is the typical and only traverse line of such mag-
nitude and which runs side by side with the Mississippi, with
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their tributaries extending in company over the whole Mississippi
Valley.
One explanation of this general direction of the loca-
tion of railways in this country is that the railways were usual-
ly "built to follow the existing course of commerce and to meet
the demands of the localities. The railway was located
for developing existing trade rather than for creating new trade.
Thus the Baltimore and Ohio, the Pennsylvania and the New York
Central, the best roads in the country, were located along either
the old waterways or the ancient trails, along which considerable
trade was already being carried on, which offered opportunity
for further development. In those days, besides the Great Lakes
and the Ohio, the Mississippi was the chief channel of commerce.
Hence it was but natural, according to our theory, that the
Illinois Central was located along side of that river to help
to develop that rich valley. It will also be remembered that it
was largely the trade between the northern and southern Atlan-
tic States, which lead to the early construction of a chain of
lines from Boston, through Providence, ITew York, Baltimore, to
the trading posts in k ,>;kiu^
Thus, in a general way, the flo?/ of the waterways indi-
cates the direction of a nation's commerce, and the current of
commerce has a commanding influence in determining the location
of a nation's railways. The Thames tells the direction of the
English commerce, and its chief port, London, forms the focusing
point of her railways. The Great Lakes and the Ohio, the
1. For details of this chain of early railways, see H.S. Tanner,
Canals and Railroads of the United States ./>/>/?-/? Ou^tl }na.f>,
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Hudson and the Mississippi indicate the comparative magnitudes
of the east and west, north and south going commerce of the
United States, and they also indicate the relative extensiveness
of the trans- continental and traverse railways. The Amazon will
play an important part in influencing the location of railways
in Brazil; the ports on the Yangtze will become railway centers
of China.
Let us now consider the economic significance of such
location upon the nation, upon the public, upon rates and upon
local communities.
Economic Significance of Railway Location upon the
nation . The economic significance of railway location upon the
nation is, indeed, many fold. In this commercial age, it is
largely the economic efficiency of a nation that determines its
political supremacy. What makes the United States one of the
foremost nations is not only her 600,000 tons of war vessels
but her economic prosperity. Japan has a navy nearly as large
and may be more efficient than that of Germany and has, perhaps,
the best army in the world, but her economic narrowness will al-
ways form a stumbling block in her race with the powers. It
was due to her economic weakness that she accepted what has been
often called the humiliating terms of Portmouth, and it is to
remedy that drawback that she clings so tenaciously to T-Iorea and
Manchuria today. Nothing is more obvious than the effect of
economic efficiency upon a nation's well-being.
It is well known that the continental European states
lay great emphasis upon the possession of strategical lines of
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railway, both for attack and for the protection of their fron-
tiers. The great advantage which has been gained by Germany
and Austria-Hungary by the construction of frontier lines as com-
pared with Russia which does not possess such lines to the same
extent, is of great economic, as well as political, significance.
There are no less than eleven Gorman railways leading to the
Russian frontier, while in Austria there are six through lines
reaching into Galicia. Russia has no such railways as yet, and
the result is that she is forced to maintain enormous masses of
troops in her frontier provinces at great distances from their
homes and from their bases of supply; for she cannot rely upon
bringing them rapidly to the frontiers upon the alarm being
given. ^
Many writers have pointed out, and very naturally,
the political importance of these strategic railways; fewer have
emphasised the economic significance of the location of these
roads. Germany and Austria-Hungary, through the location of
numerous roads leading to their frontiers are not only able to de-
crease largely their standing frontier armies, which means a
direct saving, but are also able to create a commerce along these
lines to support the roads. When the indirect gain from the
development of those frontiers is taken into consideration, we
may see that the economic significance of these roads is, indeed,
great
.
On the other hand, Russia not only has to suffer from
1. Sir Geo. Fin&ley: Working and Management of an English Rail-
way, 1899, pp. 349-351.
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her undeveloped frontiers, but has to maintain constantly a
large, idle army in those regions. These large armies not only
produce nothing, but they heavily drain the resources of the
treasury. To maintain a large army of idle soldiers thousands
of miles away from the base of supply becomes a serious
economic problem to the nation, and greatly undermines the very
strength of that army. To turn those soldiers into railway
laborers and the officers into foremen and to use the rations
and pay as compensation for their work on building railways,
will prove, both a better investment and also a better train-
ing for those soldiers than simply the "shouldering of arms" and
the "boosting " of beer. In all probability, these railway
laborers could be better fighters, in time of war, than the
frontier soldiers. Indeed, it is doubtful if the Russian sold-
iers who are fed and paid to fight even today can put up a strong
resistance against the laborers working on the German and Aus-
trian railways, if the latter are led by proper leaders. Thus
it seems that Germany and Austria-Hungary in the construction of
their frontier railways are employing their subjects and invest-
ing their capital in productive undertakings, and thereby safe-
guarding their frontiers unconsciously but surely; while Russia,
by adopting her course, is consuming money for no returns and
is constantly in doubt of the fighting efficiency of her fron-
tier soldiers. The gain resulting in one case and the loss
in the other is,, indeed, enormous.
Russia, however, is not slow to appreciate the economic
significance of such locations. To prevent her vexatious ex-
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perience in dealing with her western frontiers from recurring
in the east, the trans- Siherian railway has "been built. This
road, is located, from all the information we can gather, both
for economic and political purposes. It was largely due to its
inadequacy that Russia was defeated by Japan in 1905 and lost
her grasp upon Korea and Manchuria , and it was also due to its
existence that she was able at all to carry on the conflict. By
the location of the road through the heart of Siberia, that vast
territory east of the Ural Mountains is already becoming more
productive. Her untiring efforts in improving the permanent
way and in doubling the tracks of that road, may yet enable her
to strike again at her lost possessions in the Far East.
When these opposite results are clearly and closely
shown side by side, we can appreciate the economic significance
of the location of these so-called military roads. Moreover,
since modern warfare rests upon an economic basis and is fought
out for economic considerations, we may well say that all roads
which are of real military value have also their economic signi-
ficance upon the nation.
The economic significance of railway location upon the
nation is found further in the migration of farming and the con-
centration of manufacturing industries. Perhaps no other coun-
try gives a better illustration of this movement than the United
States. Before the trunk lines were located to give an outlet
to the products of the west, farming was profitably pursued in
the Hew England states. To be sure there was also farming in
the west; but it was insignificant when compared with that of
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today. There were the wheat fields of the Dakotas, there were
the corn lands of the Mississippi Valley, which could produce a
hundred times more than the less fertile farms of the east; but
distance prevented them from contributing their share. People
had to be satisfied with what they could get out of the less
productive lands of hilly Massachusetts and xHL4 rocky Vermont.
As soon as the railways were located to carry the food
stuff of the west and to move the manufactured goods of the east,
a migration of the farming industry immediately took place, until
today gardening is practically the only agricultural operation
carried on in the east. On the other hand, manufacturing has
multiplied and concentrated in the east. To one who for the
first time visits Hew England, nothing is more striking than the
large number of factories in nearly every town he enters. In-
deed, the tall chimneys, large, spacious work- shops with their .
bustlirg machines and hustling laborers are just as characteristic
of the New England towns as the golden corn fields and contented
farmers of the towns in the Mississippi valley.
The economy to the nation brought about by this migra-
tion and concentration, is, indeed, immeasurable. They have
promoted the suitable utilization of nature's advantages, they
have effected a great saving of labor and a great increase of
production, they have made possible the present extensive and
intensive development of the nation's resources. That this
migration and concentration of farming and manufacturing indus-
tries counts a good deal for the increase of the wealth of the
United States during the last half century, is well known to
every student in economics.
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Economic significance of Railway Location upon the
Public. The economic significance of railway location upon the
general public is well shown in the change in prices. The cost
of any article, or the price at which the dealer will sell it,
is made up of the aggregate of all the costs of production from
the producer to the consumer. Each stage which that article
has to go through adds so much to the, cost of that article, whe-
ther that stage is the farm or the mine, the mill or the foundry,
the retailer's profits or the transportation charges. It is
the aggregation of all these costs that determines the final
price at which it is sold. Thus, under a competitive regime
every item that is saved from the cost of production means a
reduction in the price of that article a-cd hence a "benefit to the
public. The oranges in the orchards of California and the
bananas on the trees of Florida are practically worth nothing;
but as soon as they undergo the process of transportation, they
immediately command prices. The location of the Pacific railway
through the orchards of California enables that state to supply
even the Atlantic states with the fresh fruits of the Pacific
coast. The location of the Hill and Vanderbilt lines make it
practicable for the Dakotas to supply the world with food stuff.
upon
A place depends upon its distance from the depot .just as much as
its fertility. Whether the products can be brought to the rail-
way by the wheelbarrow, or by the mule wagon, or by a week's
turnpike journey, counts more than mildness of climate and dili-
gence of labor in determining the actual production of different
places. Thus, the location of these western roads, not only
I4
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determines the price of the lands to their owners and the value
of the territory to the nation, hut to a great extent, it deter-
mines the prices of their products as well as enlarges the circle
of selection of the general public.
Here comes in the question as to how railway locations
may he adjusted. To answer this question, we must inquire what
are the specific purposes for which the railway is to he located.
If it is for strategic purposes, the question will he answered
in one way; if it is for meeting the commercial demands of a
certain region, it will he answered in another way; and if it is
for developing a new country, the answer will he still different.
In any case, however, the general principle of securing to the
public the maximum amount of benefit should always be borne in
mind. If a line is located to meet the demands of a region,
it should be so located as to serve those demands efficiently, •
but at the same time without reflecting evil influences upon
other regions. If it is to develop a new country, it should be
located as far as possible so as to be in the heart of that
country, that branches may spread out easily. In no case should
a road be so located so that it has to depend upon injuring
certain communities or to rob other roads for its existence.
It is by bringing the largest portion of the tributary territory
that
to its stations, the railway may render the greatest service to
the public; and it is by giving the greatest amount of convenience
to its patrons that the railway may prosper.
Since, "Railway rates have long constituted the pivotal
point upon which", as said Professor Meyer, "have turned the most
complex as well as the most important railway problems", and since
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rates always have a direct effect upon the well-being of the local
communities, it may be well to study briefly the effect of rail-
way location upon rates.
From the outset, it may seem advantageous for a place
to have as many railways as possible. The addition of a new
competing road usually means an immediate reduction of rates and
an increase of transportation facilities. It is often heard
that upon the appearance of a new competitor, the old line at once
cleans up its dirty stations, adds improvements, provides new
facilities, and instructs its employees to be more courteous.
From these immediate effects, it has been the general belief that
the more numerous the competing lines the better off the public.
This advantage, however, is often more apparent than real. The
temporary gain is usually paid for in the long run, and the in-
juries to the unfortunate communities are often irreparable. Re-
garded from the point of view even of the competing centers, this
theory is utterly fallacious. Abnormal reduced rates brought
about by the competition of unnecessary lines have to be substi-
tuted by normal rates sooner or later. Experience seems to
show that lines located for the primary purpose of competition,
under ordinary circumstances, are burdens to the public with
lasting advantages to none. As Mr. D« J. Lewis said before the
United States Industrial Commission of 1899, it cannot be denied
that two railways, operating in a district where one can meet the
needs of the community, represent only waste of capital, waste
of labor and the doubling of current expenses, which, not enlarg-
1. B. H. Meyer: Railway Legislation in the United States, 1903,
p. 151.
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ing the supply of traffic, must either result in advanced rates
to support these charges or fall with ruinous havoc upon the real
owners of the road. If they compete strenuously, this only
hastens and aggravates the disaster.
Moreover, experience shows that directly competing lines
sooner or later always tend to combine. When that point is
reached, it means an end to the expectations of the competing cen-
ters for reduced rates.
Hot only does duplication of railways fail to bring last
ing reduced rates, hut, on the contrary, it actually tends to in-
crease them. ^ The railways have to earn something for their
investments. If their traffic is reduced one half by the appear-
ance of a new line to share that traffic, it is only natural and
necessary that they should make up the loss in some way. In
addition to this loss, which the public has to make good, the de-
plorable waste in transportation and the extravagant sums spent
for non-productive struggles between the fighting lines have, at
the end, to be taken out of the pocket of the public. Thus, we
may well conclude that instead of inviting a second line to share
be
the same amount of traffic, it would always better to induce the
existing roads to put more money 'i'n-to improvements. One line
can always handle the same amount of business cheaper than when
two or more have to fight for it, Hence, to concentrate traffic
1. U. S. Industrial Commission Report, Vol. IV, p. 7£7.
2. Mr. Yifheeler of the San Francisco Board of Trade testifying
before the U. S. Industrial Commission in 1900, said: "The
building of new roads does not tend to lower freight rates,
but merely makes one more to divide the receipts, so that
there is even a disposition to increase the rates somewhat".
Ibid, Vol. IX, p. xcv.
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on the existing lines and make them responsible for their conduct
seems always better than to depend upon irresponsible new lines,
in securing equitable treatment.. After all, it must be remem-
bered that the interests of the railway and its patrons are mu-
tually dependent. It rarely happens, as remarked by practical
railway men, that the reduction of the cost of transportation
does not result in a direct benefit to the publics-
Reference to the map, of Professor Ripley, which is re-
produced on the next page, will evidence more clearly how the
location of railways affects railway rates. The through rates
between Chicago and the Atlantic seaboard, although ori-
ginally based upon the cost of service theory, bear no strict
relation at all to the relative distances covered. If the rates
between the Mississippi points and Pittsburgh, for instance,
were made strictly in accordance with the cost of service doc-
trine, the boundaries of the different rate zones would be nearly
parallel and the breadth of each zone in proportion to the spe-
cific per centare of that zone, instead of being so irregular
as they appear on the map. This fact together wi th a close
study of the map leads us to the conclusion that the location of
the traverse railways is the most important factor, even more
important than the competing centers, in determining the bound-
aries of the different rate zones. With some minor exceptions,
the western boundary of each zone seems always to tend to ter-
minate at some railway line. For instance, the 71-75 per cent
boundary ends at the line from TTewark, Ohio, to Cleveland, the
1. U. S. Industrial Commission Report, Vol. IX, p. ZCIV.
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76-80 per cent zone vnds with the railway from Lima to Toledo,
and the 86- 9 C per cent boundary follows the general location of
the Cincinnati-Fort Wayne line. The Louisville-Terre Eaute and
Chicago line determines the ICO per cent boundary, the Evansville,
Decatur and Peoria line carries the 110 per cent zone as far west
as the last named city, and the Mississippi, which also acts as a
traverse railway, forms the western boundary of the highest rate
zone on the map. These coincidences point invariably to the fact
that it is in reality the location of the important traverse lines
of railway, and not the distance or competing centers which plays
the most important part in determining the rate zone boundaries.
These traverse lines are largely responsible for the waste in cir-
cuitous transportation; but they are also instrumental in making
the parallel trunk lines careful in fixing their rates.
It is not hard to understand why these rate zone bound-
aries always conform with the traverse lines, when we recall what
has already been said about the traverse lines in the first part
of this chapter. The competition brought about by the traverse
lines is such that all the parallel lines tend gradually to re-
duce their rates to the lowest limit. Goods to be shipped from
Chicago to Pittsburgh, for instance, may &o by the Lake Shore,
the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore and Ohio, or go by the Chicago
and Eastern Illinois to Terre Haute and thence go east. Hence
each parallel line tries to put down its tariff in order to get
as much as possible of the traffic carried by the traverse lines,
as that between Chicago and Terre Haute, for instance, the re-
sult of which is the extension and distortion of the western
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"boundary of the rate zone by that traverse line. As this com-
petition decreases to the west of that line, the rate rises and
the zone of the next higher rate begins. From the above, it
seems not unsafe to say that, if the traverse lines were taken
away, or their number were reduced, the east and west rates would
be higher than they are now, and the rate zone boundaries more
regular; and there would be greater differences in rates from the
points on the Mississippi to the Atlantic Seaborfl.,
Economic Significance [ Railway Location upon Dom
-
munit ies . Eefore the 19th century, nature determined the pros-
perity of communities. Human efforts were only of secondary
importance in the upbuilding of cities and towns. All the old
commercial centers of the world owe their glory and grandeur
largely to their natural advantages. Babylon had the Euphrates
to contribute to its splendor, Alexandria depended upon the ilile.
Florence and Venice owed their prosperity to their wharves,
and in more modern times Canton and Liverpool came to boast of
their harbors. Thus nature preordained which place should be
of commercial importance and which place should be prosperous.
Since the advent of the railway, however, it is no
longer nature, but rather human energy which determines the des-
tiny of localities. The location of railways now decrees the
prosperity or downfall of communities. The natural advantages
or disadvantages of localities no longer retain their former
importance. It is due to the location of railways that flour-
ishing towns spring up in the heart of wildernesses, while once
thriving communities languish and become "dead". Locate a fav-
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orable railway to reach the door of one <. community, that community
will "become busy; keep that line away from its rival town, that
rival will soon be left behind. Thus, to a large extent, towns
are no longer centers selected by nature for inhabitation as of
old, but are artificial products of railway location.
One example of how the location of railways has actual-
ly elevated naturally less favorable communities over their more
favorable located rivals is the case of Berlin and Bremen and
Hamburg. It is well known that it is due to the location of the
German railways that the former city, though situated in the
heart of a vast plain, is more important even commercially than
the more advantageously situated seaports which serve it today. 1
London with all its millions of people was, before the introduc-
tion of railways but a town when compared with the cities of this
period. But as soon as the eighteen principal systems of
British railways commenced to make their chief terminals in that
city, it began to grow by leaps and bounds until today it is the
largest city in the world. Had these railways selected Liverpool
or Manchester, or any other city as their center, it would have
been more than doubtful that London could have become more than
a mere capital.
Turning to China, we find even more striking instances
of this influence of railway location upon communities. Before
1. See R. T. Ely: Problems of Today, 1890, p. 158.
S. According to Professor R. T. Ely, London at the beginning of
the 19th century was but a little larger than Baltimore in
1890, and the latter citjT in 1890 had a population of 434,-
439 according to the United States Census of 1900. See
R. T. Ely: Problems of Today, 1890, p. 157.
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the South Manchurian Railway was located to connect Dalny with
the farming regions, Newchwang, with the help of the Liao River,
was by far the most important port in Manchuria. Her export
trade in beans and bean-cakes alone compared favorably with the
total exports of the other Manchurian cities, while Dalny was of
secondary importance as a commercial center. But with the lo-
cation of the South Manchurian Railway to connect it with the
farming and coal regions of Manchuria, Dalny today is rapidly
threatening to outgrow Kewchwang and to shift much of the latter'
s
business further east. Even the bean trade, of which Fewchwang
has had a monopoly for years, 1 Dalny is rapidly snatching away
from her grasp. In 1907 the British Diplomatic and Consular
Reports state that there was £644,695 worth of beans went through
Dalny, while only £484,225 worth of that article went through
Kewchwang. Dalny did not ship more bean cakes than Newchwang
simply because, we presume, the mill facilities for manufacturing
bean cakes v/ere not as yet so extensively provided in the former
port. As soon as that drawback is removed, it is not hard to
predict that the greater part of bean- cake business will also be
shifted to Dalny.
1. It is well known that beans and bean-cakes, the chief articles
of llanchurian export, which are used in China and Japan as
food stuff and fertilizer, were formerly carried by the pro-
ducers or merchants in powerful mule carts to the distribu-
ting centers, and thence to the port of I\fewchwang either
again by carts fin winter especially) or by boats (when the
Liao River is free of ice). Also see Yale Review, Vol.
XVII, 12o. 3, p. 280.
2. British Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Nos. 4C00 and 4015,
referred to in Yale Review, Vol. XVII, ITo. 3, p. 282.
3. In 1907, according to the British Diplomatic and Consular Re-
ports, Dalny 's trade in bean- cakes was £479,027, and the
export of Uewchwang ft 1,434,233. Ibid. p. 282.
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The situation is becoming so serious, that the Chinese
authorities as well as the merchants in Eewehwang are alarmed and
are endeavoring to remedy the situation. Unless the latter place
is equally favored with railway facilities, these alarmed people
can do nothing more than to stand aloof watching their "business
go to Dalny
,
the value of their property decrease, and
their fortunes disappear. . Indeed, the Chinese Government
has seen the significance of the location of the South Manchurian
Railway, and has tried to offset the effects by the location of
a branch line from Sinmintu to Fakumen, but she has met desperate
from
opposition the Japanese, as a result of which the project has
been laid aside. The economic significance of the location of
the proposed branch not only means the probable restoration of
Hewchwang to its former importance, but it may mean the deter-
mination of the commercial supremacy of Manchuria, and the ulti-
mate destiny of the Three Eastern Provinces.
Another striking instance of the economic significance
of railway "location upon communities is seen in the changes that
have happened to the two cities of Tientsin and Tungchou during
the last fifteen years. Before 1890, Tungchou on the Peiho
River was one of the most flourishing cities in Chihli Province.
At the head of the extension of the Grand Canal which was the
1. The contract for the extension of the Chinese railway from
Sinmintun to Fakumen was concluded between the Chinese Gov-
ernment and a British concern in November, 1907. Against
this plan, ^apan entered strong and repeated protests, on
the ground that "the proposed railway would injure the in-
terest of the South Manchurian Railway. .
"
, and alleged that
it was parallel to the latter, while the nearest point be-
tween the two was thirty- five miles. As a result of Jap-
an's protest, the matter was dropped. See Yale Review, Nov-
ember, 1908, pp. 285-287.
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chief, if not the only channel for the enormous amount of pass-
enger and freight traffic between the North and the South, Tung-
chou was well called the third prosperous and wealthy city in
the province, while Peking and Tientsin were called the first
and second cities on account of "being the seats of the
national and provincial governments. Upon the completion of
the Imperial Railway of North China in 1894, all the grain and
other traffic was diverted from the Peiho to the railways.
Thereupon, the downfall of Tungchou was so noticeable that within
the short period of three years, the once most flourishing city
was turned into a deserted town. Business languished, capital
shifted away, energetic inhabitants removed to other places.
Streets which were once occupied by magnificent business houses
are today ploughed for com or are overgrown v/ith bushes. In-
as
deed, Tungchou is now remarkable for its absence of business and
A
abundance of ruins as fifteen years ago it was for hustle and
bustle. This rapid downfall of Tungchou together with the
springing up of numerous flourishing towns along the Imperial
Railway like Fengtai
,
Peitang, etc., emphasizes in one's mind
the immediate significance of railway location upon communities.
1. This important trunk line is the outgrowth of a tramway
of some thirty miles in length to connect the Tongshan
coal mines with Hsukechuang, the nearest point on the
navigable river. This little line, after much trouble,
was sanctioned by the Throne in 1879. Work was begun
in 1880, and was completed in 1881. For more detailed
account of this pioneer railway in Worth China and an
interesting story of the "Rocket of China", which was
the first locomotive to appear in Worth China, see P. H.
Kent: Railway Enterprises in China, 1907, pp. 22 _ 35.
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Turning to the United States, we find many striking
illustrations of how the location of railways effects the econom-
ic entity of communities. Portland, Maine, in 1844 was "liter-
ally", as said J. A. Poor, "a deserted village, rich in retired
capital, hut poor in enterprise and public spirit". The sugges-
tion of locating a railway from that town to Montreal "was like
an alarm-hell in the night. . . It aroused her sleepy ones to
consciousness of their condition and drew into active energy what-
ever of dormant or of latent public spirit there was left in the
entire population. "^ The location of this Portland-Montreal
railway gave an outlet for western products and formed a direct
and the shortest connection between the navigable waters of the
St. Lawrence and an open Atlantic port. The effect of this lo-
cation is well known. It at once changed the course of the grain
trade of the west. The western supplies for Lowell , Lawrence
and numerous other manufacturing centers were left on the way
instead of going to Boston first as of old. Even Boston itself
began to draw some of her supplies from the west by way of Port-
2land. The economic significance of the location of this road
upon Portland and Boston was well shown by the fact that the for-
mer city soon rose to wealth and commercial importance. Her
valuation of #4,365,788 in that year was raised to $26,953,939
in 1864,3 which represents an increase of $22,588,151, or more
than fivefold. The significance of railway location upon Port-
1. 3. A. Poor: First International Railway, 1892, p. 229.
2. Ibid., pp. 221-228.
3. Ibid., p. 229.
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land and Boston will be even more fully appreciated when it is
recalled that some years later^ after the location of a consider-
able number of lines in the latter city, Portland forthwith be-
gan to lose its temporary advantage and to languish until^ today^
it can hardly be compared economically with Boston.
Chicago in 1850 had 30,000 inhabitants, while St. Louis
had 80,081 in the same year, or more than two and a half times as
many as Chicago. 1 Moreover, St. Louis had more wealth and was
more active than the lake city. Through the ramnifications of
the Mississippi, all that central territory contributed wealth
to St. Louis. But it was not long before human energy began
to head off the natural advantages of that city. The "People
of Missouri..." so remarked one writer, "had depended altogether
too much upon their natural advantages for means of transporta-
tion. 2 As the number of railways centering upon Chicago in-
creased, St. Louis, the most favorably located city of the mid-
dle west, was rapidly left behind, until now it is only about
one- third as large as Chicago.^ Had human energy been equally
concentrated upon St. Louis in locating the same number of equal-
ly important railways in that city, it would not be hard to con-
ceive that that city, in the heart of the richest country in the
world and favored by the great I.lississippi and its multitudes
of tributaries, might have been an equal, if not a superior,
rival of Chicago.
1. United States Census for 1850.
2. John W. Million: State Aid to Railways in Missouri, 1896, p. f>8.
3. Chicago, according to the U. S. 1900 census, has a population
of 1,695,575, and is the second largest city in the United
States. St. Louis in 1900 had 575,238, and is the 4th city.
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The economic significance of railway location upon com-
munities is so numerous and so obvious, indeed, we need net go
out of our own town to find striking evidences. 75ven the small
place where I am preparing this paper furnishes a good ex-
ample. Before the Illinois Central came to this region, Urbana,
as it is stated, was a far more prosperous place than Champaign.
Owing to the location of that railway and its depot nearer to
the latter place, however, th©business conditions of the two
cities today are just the reverse of what they were before. It
is safe to guess from one's own observations that Champaign must
be doing three times as much business as Urbana and has twice
as much valuation in its property. A difference in distance of
a few blocks from the station has produced a disparity of perhaps
millions of dollars in the values of lands and houses of the
two communities, and has had a lasting effect upon the economic
future of the two cities, the ultimate extent of which time alone
can tell.
Indeed, it is not necessary to limit ones consideration
of location to important trunk lines in order to find the economic
significance of railway location. Even the cutting down of a
few curves or the bridging of rivers often produces grave results
upon the communities concerned. During the eighties the bridg-
ing of the Ohio and the connecting of lines direct to the Atlantic
seaboard and the Mississippi diverted the great stream of travel
east and west away from Cincinnati and took from her a large por-
tion of the trade of northern Ohio, Indiana, and Central Illinois,
which made Cincinnati their market. Cincinnati was aroused to
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the most determined action. In an effort to restore her lost
advantages it voted to use the amount of $10 , 000, 000"to "build a
railroad on the most direct route from Cincinnati to Chattanooga,
in the hope. . . of bringing the trade of Eastern Kentucky and
Tennessee and the whole country lying west of the Blue Ridge,
to her city. . . . Nothing could arouse Cincinnati to the nec-
essary measures to complete this work, except the recent diversion
of her trade to other places" .1 Cincinnati was stimulated into
activity simply by the economic reaction upon her from the bridg-
ing of a river and the changing of some minor details of railway
routes
.
Again, by referring to Professor W. Z, Ripley's map of
p
the percentages of the Hew York-Chicago Rates, we may see that,
as pointed out in the accompanying article, it is the location of
the Columbus, Lima and Toledo line which terminates the 76-80
per cent rate boundary, the location of the Cincinnati, Fort
"'ayne line which ends the 86-90 per cent boundary, the Chicago
and Eastern Illinois and the Terre Haute and Svansville which
limits the 100 per cent boundary, and the Evansville, Decatur,
Peoria line that carries the 110 per cent boundary as far west
as the last named city. Evidently the location of these lines
accounts for the different percentages of rates, and these rates
have far reaching economic significances upon the communities
concerned. What Meneius said some two thousand years ago about
the feudal states, that good times are not as important as good
1. J. A. Poor: First International Railway, 1892, pp. 238-239.
2. W. Z. Ripley: Railway Problems, 19T7, pp. 318-319.
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location is^ expressive, indeed, of the economic significance
of railway location upon communities.
Conclusion . The foregoing- instances of what has taken
place inEngland, Germany, China and the United States represent
the rule rather than the exception of what railway location means
to communities and to the nation. To a large extent, such lo-
cation elevates or devastates communities, and determines the
economic efficiency, and hence the political integrity of na-
tions. When a railway is well located, it is much easier to
be "harnessed^to use ^rofessor Meyer's illustration, for the
service of the public.
1. B. H. Meyer: Railway Legislation in the United States, 1903,
p. 7.
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Chapter V Economic Significance of Railway Location
Upon the Company.
Whether the railway is owned by the government or "by
the people, the large sums invested in it are expected to yield
permanent returns. Thus, in a railway project, the amount to
be put into the construction, the probable running expenses to
work the road, and the volume of business to be conducted, form
the first and most important question.
Prom the outset, it is clear that the less the original
and operating expenses and the greater the volume of business,
the better off will be the road. Hence, the aim in locating
a road is usually to reduce as much as possible the first and
contingent expenses and to secure the maximum amount of business.
Unfortunately, however, this is not so easily done. The three
factors, the original cost, the operating expenses and the traf-
fic, have a complicated co-relationship. Ho one of them may
be changed without affecting the others. What is saved from
the original cost in construction may have to be paid for by the
increased operating expenses; and what is saved from operation
i be at 'he expense of earnings, and so on. Conversely,
in order to got more traffic, the first cost may have to be
greatly increased; and to reduce the first cost, the running ex-
penses ma:/ have to grow. Thus, the determination of the rela-
tive amounts of the different costs which will produce the maxi-
mum amount of business forms the rost important and most diffi-
cult problem in railway location.
Of course, this problem, as many other railway pro-
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blems , cannot be solved in any dogmatic way. The conditions of
the country through which the railway runs, the financial strength
of the company and numerous other factors have to he taken into
account in the solution of the problem. The circumstances in one
case may justify the investment of a large sum in the first cost,
while those in another may warrant the cheapest construction, much
being left for future improvement. To ignore or overlook these
special circumstances ofton means the doom of the project. Tt
is our purpose to study in the following pages the significance
of railway location upon these various points.
Effect of Location on First Cost . The first cost of
construction plays as important a part as any other factor in
influencing, if not determining, the location of a railway. Con
versely, the location of a road greatly affects the first cost.
To locate a line through valuable lands will evidently cost more,
when other things are equal, than to locate that line through less
valuable properties. Scaling mountains and bridging rivers must
cost more than simply running a line through level country. It
is largely the location of a road which determines how much the
construction of a road costs.
Aside from minor matters, the securing of the right of
way is usually the first cost that has to be met. In respect to
this, experience in different countries varies widely. In the
United States, the cost of land, for instance, seldom comes into
the question of location. ' In most cases, this item is compara-
tively insignificant. Land, however, did not fail to have just
as much effect upon railway location in this country as in other
countries. It has not been the cost of land but the amount of
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land which the railway has he en able to obtain as subsidy, which
has influenced railway location in this country. It is not a
rare thing that railways have been located in one place or another
for no other reason that the difference in local financial aid.
Cases like the location of the Atlantic and Great v/estern railway
(now the Hew York, Pennsylvania and Ohio Railroad) at Springfield
Ohio"|" are numerous. Indeed, the railways not seldom exacted
help and free right of way even from individual land owners.
~
The instruction of a pseudo-president of a railroad to his locat-
ing engineer in Kansas, in 1886, that he should "follow the grass
root for grade line and the local subsidies for alinement" ,^
which phraoe
,
though it sounds ridiculous to us now, no more than
represented the practice during that period. Thus, in the United
States, where the cost of land did not amount to much, the land
question had no little influence in determining railway location.
In England, however, the case has been just the reverse.
Exorbitant sums have often been exacted from the railways for
land which has had little market value. The first eastern coun-
ties lines, from which the Great Eastern System grew, is stated to
have paid about £12,000 a mile for purely agricultural land,
1. For details, see A. M. Wellington; The Economic Theory of
Railway Location, 1908, p. 56.
2. In about 1870 in Minnesota, the railroads demanded free right
of way from individuals for shops, etc. "If the citizens
demurred, they were threatened with change of location to
such a distance from existing towns as to destroy them and
build up rivals on the prairie; and in case of refusal this
threat was ruthlessly carried into execution, It is need-
less to say that few had the temerity to refuse". A. 3.
Stickney: The Railway Problem, 1891, p. 11.
3. Willard Beahan: Field Practice of Railway Location, 1904, p. 2
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which amount more than equals the average cost per mile for con-
struction and equipment in the United States;-*- and at a later
date the Great Eastern itself had to pay £100 an acre for land
which, before the construction of the line, "would not have
fetched £10 per acre". 2 Instances like these, where railway
companies are compelled to pay ridiculously large sums for land
are the rule rather than the exception in English railway prac-
tice.
Besides these differences in cost of right of way in
different countries, there are vast differences even in the same
country. Some regions may let the railway use their lands upon
reasonable or even tempting terms, while neighboring sections
may treat the railway entirely differently. Indeed, even in the
United States where the land owners, with the expectation of in-
creased values in their lands and houses, have shown the greatest
consideration to the railways, there are not wanting of instances
where exorbitant prices have been "squeezed" out of the railways
for land. All experience seems to show that by a careful loca-
tion and reserved action, not only may the absurd claims of the
land owners be avoided, but oftentimes even reasonable prices of
properties reduced.
Such features as cut and fill, tunnels and bridges,
form important items which are directly affected by location.
Heavy fillings and expensive bridges may be avoided by a longer
route, while tunneling and cutting may be saved at the expense
1. According to the Interstate Commerce Commission Railway
statistics, the average per mile capitalization, including
water in the U. S. for 11 years 1896-1906 is $62,715.
2. Hugh H. Ross: British Railways, 1904, pp. 215-216.
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of heavier grades and sharper curvature. It is not within the
scope of this paper to discuss the adjustment of these engineer-
ing features. Suffice it to say that location lies at the bot-
tom of all these expensive works. By one location, large sums
may be saved; by another the reverse may be the result. Loca-
tion so intimately enters into the cost of construction, that
even the saving of a few curves or the slight roduction of grade
may involve big expenditures. Great difference exists even be-
tween two sides of the same valley. Entirely different results
may be due to the selection of one bank or the other of a river.
So numerous and complex are the factors which enter into
the relation between location and cost, that it is impracticable
to reduce it to any accurate formula. Its adjustment depends
upon the estimate of the experienced engineer, as the rate-mak-
ing depends upon the "guessing" of the experienced traffic man-
ager, for best results. Even the science of engineering, which
means accuracy and exactness has to denend unon the estimate
i
when dealing with the question of location and cost.
Since the solution of this problem depends so much upon
"guessing", many may be led to Blight its importance. Hence it
may be well to emphasize that it is usually the guessing work
which requires genius, experience and judgment; and it is in
such work that the experienced engineer becomes in&isponsible.
In railway location as well as in other lines of work, those
things which maj- be done with mathematical exactness or solved
by formulas, may usually be done cheapest and often best by the
ordinary hand; while those things which require guessing often
I
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can only be done by experienced, learned men. No error in rail-
way pro jects
(
perhaps
(
is greater than to slight location by em-
ploying second-grade locating engineers. Hone of the blunders
of a railway projector are more serious than interference with
the operations of first class engineers. After informing the
engineer of the financial condition of the company and keeping
him in close touch with the commercial prospects of the country,
it usually proves best to give him as much liberty as possible
in his locating work. If he is an engineer worth having he will
take care that the best work is done with the amount of money
at the company's command.
The Significance of Location as Shown by the Effect
upon the Operating Expenses . The location of a railway not only
greatly affects the first cost of the road, but has a lasting ef-
fect upon its operation. A line located in a country where are
many storms with their accompanying freshets will evidently have
to take into account the sume required to prevent and repair
washouts and other damages; while in other regions snow and sand
storms often form quite a problem. The additional wear and tear
of rolling stock due to curvature and the extra motive power re-
quired to overcome rise and fall are direct results of location.
As long as the road "lives", the effect of location upon its
operating expenses will exist. In order to give some idea of
the significance of location upon the operating expenses, we
shall examine item by item the operating expenses as given in the
Interstate Commerce Commission Statistics a^d see to ?/hat an ex-
tent they are affected by location. We shall use the statistics
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for 1906, and limit our examination to the most prominent fea-
tures of location.
Table 2.
Railway Location and the Expenses for
Maintenance of Way and Structures.
Maintenance of Way and Structures
Amount Percent to Total Operating Expenses
1906 1906 1905 1904 1903 1902 1901 1900
1 164 .468 .769 10.726 10.393 10.348 11.093 11.331 10.924 10.995
2 21,962,249 1.432 1.316 1.298 1.386 1.521 1.676 1.138
3 38,467,183 2.509 2.657 2.519 2.487 2.838 3.140 3.036
4 33,846,281 2.207 2.319 2.228 2.461 2.593 2.730 2.703
5 6,330,746 .413 .446 .437 .527 .625 .598 .616
6 35,325,172 2.304 2.114 2.147 2.500 2.562 2.417 2.466
7 3,695,079 .241 .208 .209 .235 .220 .283 .308
8 2,717 ,385 .177 .171 .179 . .165 .173 .158 .153
9 459,273 .030 .028 .029 .032 .031 .029 .030
1C 3,938,667 .257 .132 .125 .209 .361 .317 .352
311,210,804 20.296 19.784 19.519 21.185 22.255 22.272 21.797
1 Repairs of roadway
2 Renewals of rails
3 Renewals of ties
4 Repairs and renewals of "bridges and culverts (guards
5 Repairs and renewals fences, road crossings, signs, and cattle
6 Repairs and renewals of buildings and fixtures
7 Reparis and renewals of docks and wharves
8 Repairs and renewals of telegraph
9 Stationery and printing
10 Other expenses.
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Item 1, repairs of roadway, is always affected "by lo-
cation. The weather, the climate, the nature of soil, the con-
figuration of the country and many other peculiarities of the
place, all have direct effects upon this item. According to
Professor W. L. Webb, a curvature of 528° per mile will increase
this item 25 per cent. 1 To this must be added Wellington's 5
per cent extra cost for grade of class C, or a 5 per cent in-
crease for a 25 foot rise or fall per mile. In addition, there
remains the effect due to the nature of soil, drainage, and other
results of location.
Item 2, renewal of rails, hafe been extensively treated
by Professor W. L. Webb and Mr. A. M. Wellington, as to the ex-
tent to which it is affected by curvature and grade. The former
states that the extra rail wear on a continuous 11°- 20' curve
would be 300 per cent, which equals a 268 per cent extra rail
wear on a 10° curve; while the latter 1 s most complete and relia-
ble series of tests show that the extra wear is about 226 per
cent greater on such a curve than on a tangent. The statistics
of rail wear of a section of the Pennsylvania Railroad will help
to show more specifically the effect of curvature upon the life
of rails. These statistics, as shown in table No. 3, are es-
pecially interesting in that they are the result of observations
made where the rails are of the same kind and are subjected prac-
1. For details sec, '.7. L. Webb: Economics of Railroad Construc-
tion, 1907, p. 258.
2. Class C "includes rise and fall requiring the use of brakes
in descending, in addition to shutting off steam, in order
to avoid excessive velocity..." A. M. Wellington: Econ-
omic Theory of Railway Location, 19C8, p. 374.
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Table 3.
Life in Months of loo -lb. Rails, Main Line,
Pennsylvania Railroad-1-
Tangent 1° 2° 4° 6° 8° 9°
1E0 Mo. 96 60 30 20 14 9
tically to the same train loads. From the table it is seen that
the increase of curvature immediately shortens the life of the
rail. A 1° curve shortens the life 24 months, a 4° curve re-
duces it from 120 to 30 months - a reduction of 300 per cent -
and a 9° curve reduces it to only 9 months. The table clearly
shows that the effect of easy curves, or curves less than 4°,
is much greater than that of sharper ones. This fact further
emphasizes the significance of location, in that it is within
the power of location to increase or decrease the number of such
curves considerably.
Grade also plays an important part in determining the
life of a rail. It is well known that the rail wear on heavy
grades is much greater than on level tangents. The sliding of
wheels and the application of sand greatly shortens the life of
a rail. Hence, it is well to accept Wellington's allowance of
10 per cent for class C, and 5 per cent for class B, as a moder-
2
ate extra cost for this item due to grades.
1. From V/. L. Webb: Economics of Railroad Construction, 1907,
p. 156.
2. Class B includes grades which require the shut off of steam in
descending, but not the application of brake nor taxing the
power of the engine in the ascent. Wellington: Economic The-
ory of Railway Location, 1908, p. 374.
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To these two features of location, must be added the
numerous other ones, such as climatic differences, drainage, etc.,
which slowly but steadily affect the rail life.
Item 5, renewal of ties. A tie may last anywhere from
one to fifteen years. Experience shows that the life of a tie
is largely determined by the cutting of the rail into the tie,
and that the cutting is largely due to the rotting of the tie
under the rail. In arid regions where the chances for rotting
are not so much, when other things are equal, the tie naturally
can stand the service muchlonger than in humid, low regions.
Aside from the general effects, curvature alone, according to
Wellington, may shorten the life of a tie 50 per cent on ordinary
curves. From table Ho. 4, which contains the results of consid-
erable observation and inquiry by Mr. Wellington, it is seen that
if a tie lasts nine years on a tangent, it will last no longer
than 6 years on a 10° curve, which means the shortening of three
years of its normal life. 1 Moreover, the increase of cost of tie::
,
Table 4.
Life of White Oak Ties on Sand or Gravel Ballast
Imperfectly Drained.
Degree of Curve Life of tie
in years.
Tangent 9
2° 8
6° 7
10° 6
14°-16° 5
.
Wellington: Econ. Theory of Rwy. Location, 1908
, p. 520.
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according to Mr. Wellington's investigation, is directly as the
degree of curvature on any given distance, which means that if the
location necessitates so much additional curvature it increases
accordingly the expenses for ties. When we recall that the a-
mount spent for renewal of ties in the single year of 1906 was
$38,467,185, of which amount probably 10 per cent, or over three
million dollars was due to curvatures, grades, etc., we appreciate
the significance of even such minor details of location.
Item 4, repairs and renewals of bridges and culverts.
Location, as we have seen, not only affects the repairs and re-
newals of these structures, but also the number of, and the
amount necessary for, such structures. Expensive bridges are
often avoided entirely by one location and made necessary by an-
other. The alteration of location even within striking dis-
tance , as in the case of the Pennsylvania Railroad, between
Portage and Lilly
,
may involve the addition or reduction of a
large number of expensive structures, to say nothing of greater
alterations
.
Items 5-10 are not so seriously affected by location
as the other items. Nevertheless, location always plays some
part in making up the total amounts of these items also. The
foregoing analysis shows that four of the most important items
of this account are greatly and directly affected by location.
These items represent an annual expenditure of about $259,000,000
and form over 83 per cent of this account in 1906.
»
1. For details see Webb: Economizes of Railway Construction,
pp. 264 - 267.

Railway Location and the Maintt-r.fcnce of Equipment. An exam-
inatioaof the items in th follow ag ab&e will help to show
to what an extent railway location affects the equipment account
Table No. 5.
Maintenance of Equipment
Amount Per cent to Total Operating Expenses
1906 1906 1905 1904 1903 1902 1901 1900
11 8 , 612 , 019 .561 .565 .567 .559 .601 .599 .597
IE 123 ,893 ,482 8.080 8.290 7.904 7.408 7.246 6.695 6.730
13 30,177 ,532 1.968 1.971 1.951 2.044 2.157 2.277 2.263
14 138,141,925 9.009 8.199 7.777 7.442 7.432 7.436 7.687
15 4,107,826 .268 .242 .231 .242 .245 . 233 .252
16 3,552,558 .232 .191 .154 .177 .215 . 234 .251
17 10,252 ,866 .668 .663 .704 .696 .643 .605 .604
18 721,291 .047 .043 .042 .046 .044 .043 .043
19 8,633,469 .563 .601 .637 .519 .544 .507 .502
328,092,968 21.396 20.765 19.967 19.133 19.127 18.629 18.929
11 Superintendence
12 Repairs and renewals of locomotives
13 Repairs and renewals of passenger cars
14 Repairs and renewals of freight cars
15 Repairs and renewals of work cars
16 Repairs and renewals of marine equipment
17 Repairs and renewals of shop machinery and tools
18 Stationery and printing
19 Other expenses.
Item 11 for superintendence is not seriously affected
by location.
Item 12 for repairs of locomotives, which amounts to
about 124 million dollars and forms about 8 per cent of the total
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Table 6.
Distribution of the Cost of Engine Repairs
To its Various Contributing Causes. 1
Item
Distribution
1 2 3 4 5 6
p.c
.
p.c
.
p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c.
2. 7. 4. 7.
Running gear. . . . 20.0 4. 2. 7. 7.
30.0 1. 7. 3. 5. 14.
Mountings
Lagging and painting 12.0 4. 2. 6.
Smoke box, etc. . . 5.0 1. 1. 3.
Tender
:
Running gear. . . . 10.0 8. 1. 3. 4.
Body and tank . . . 3.0 1^ 1. 1.
Total
,
LOO.O 7. L5. 17. 19. 42.
1. Total cost of item.
2. Effect of time, age, and exposure
3. Stopping and starting at way stations
4. Terminal getting up steam, making up trains
5. Curvature and grades. (Approximate average)
6. Distance on tangent between stations.
operating expenses, is greatly affected by location. Practice
shows that a large part of the repairs of locomotives is due to
the wear of wheels caused by curvature and grade. From the
above table of Wellington, the details of which fairly agree with
2
shop records, it is seen that about 19 per cent of locomotive re-
1. A. M. Wellington: Economic Theory of Railway Location, 1908,
p. 203.
2. See W. L. Webb ; Economics of Railway Construction, 1907, p. 233.
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pairs are due directly to curvature and grade and about 42 per
cent to distance. as these three principal causes are the re-
sult of location, these per centages show that location is a
great factor in determining this item.
Items 13 and 14 for repairs of passenger and freight
cars cost $30,177,532 and $138,141,925 and form about 2 per cent
and 9 per cent respectively, of the total operating expenses.
The effect of location upon these two items is about the same.
Hence, the results obtained from one case may be fairly applied
to that of the other.
From Mr, Wellington's data, which are given in tabular
form below, it is seen that about 23 per cent of the repairs for
these cars is due to curvature and grade and about 36 per cent
due to distance. Thus, in this case, as in that of the loco-
motive repairs, about 60 per cent of the cost is directly affect-
ed by location.
Table 7.
Distribution of the Cost of Freight Car
Repairs to Its Various Contributing Causes.
Item
Distribution •
1 2 3 4 5 6
p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c
.
p.c
.
30. 5. 2. 13. 10.
Axles , brasses &boxes 30. 5. 2. 5. 18.
10. 2. 1. 1. 6.
Truck frames & fit'gs 5. 2. i. 1. 1.
5. 2. 1. 2.
10. 4. 4. 2.
Sills & attachments 5. 1. 2. 2.
Car body, pt'g, etc. 5. 3. 0.5 0.5 1.
Total, 100. 6. 21.5 13.5 23. 36.
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1. Total cost of item
2. Effect of time and age, independent of work and mileage
3. Stopping and starting
4. Terminal: Mailing up trains, etc.
5. Curvature and grades
6. Distance only "between stations on straight tracks.
Item 15 for repairs of work cars. This item in 1906
amounts to $4,107,826, and is about .268 per cent of the total
operating expenses. The effect of location upon this item is
about the same as that upon the preceding two items.
It is seen from the foregoing that out of a total of
$328,092,968 for the maintenance of equipment, no less than 290
million dollars, or about 89 per cent of the total, is directly
affected by location.
Railway Location and the Expenses for Condu cling Transport
at ion. Nor is the influence of railway location entirely negli-
gible in the transportation expenses.
Conducting Transportation
Amount Per cent to Total Operation Expenses.
1906 1906 1905 1904 1903 1902 1901 1900
20 27,235,858 1.776 1.803 1.779 1.742 1.711 1.726 1.831
21 142,230,807 9.275 9.404 9.550 9.562 9.401 9.340 9.476
22 170,499 ,133 11.119 11.278 12.128 11.675 10.776 10.602 9.809
23 9 ,964,616 .650 .660 .659 .614 .623 .612 .599
24 5,903,014 .385 .392 .397 .389 .366 .361 .365
25 3,827,547 .250 .238 .248 .232 .218 .206 .188
26 97,757,296 6.375 6.536 6.735 6.677 6.737 7.011 7.244
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Table 8 (Con'dl
27 23,871,258 1.557 1.583 1.581 1.552 1.500 1.471 1.467
28 66,805,942 4.357 4.336 4.386 4.313 3.984 3.848 5.944
29 26,853,012 1.751 1.790 1.788 1.754 1.784 1.785 1.812
30 96,710,193 6.307 6.438 6.605 6.664 6.832 6.947 7.103
31 9 ,362.704 .611 .646 .686 .667 .676 .672 .679
32 4,490,989 .293 .303 .280 .244 .272 .319 .340
33 18,885,086 1.231 1.358 1.358 1.400 1.480 1.618 1.800
34 3,082,822 .201 .219 . .195 .214 .180 .161 .223
35 21,086,219 1.375 1.426 1.279 1.094 .990 .819 .764
36 17 ,466,864 1.139 1.156 1.196 1.120 1.048 .911 .910
37 4,601,240 .300 .259 .275 .284 .221 .189 .173
38 10,502,581 .685 .714 .696 .745 .721 .862 .866
39 6,467 ,954 .422 .430 .418 .428 .429 .428 .432
40 20,731,859 1.352 1.419 1.411 1.449 1.579 1.615 1.519
41 267,394 .017 .017 .022 .044 .077 .089 .151
42 849,201 .055 .057 .060 .057 .069 .075 .060
43 26,848,580 1.751 1.727 1.563 1.544 1.519 1.724 1.728
44 4,963,862 .324 .347 .382 .411 .440 .440 .464
45 9 ,639 ,066 .629 .632 .640 .642 .622 .638 .653
46 3,763,815 .245 .318 .353 . .376 .416 .510 .579
834,668,912 54.432 55.486 56.670 55.893 54.671 54.979 55.179
GEflERA![i EXPENSES.
47 12,660,837 .826 .842 .841 .823 .925 .984 1.041
48 21,042,006 1.372 1.340 1.313 1.254 1.244 1.262 1.269
49 4,028,647 .263 .249 .230 .234 .240 .257 .262
50 7,382,113 .481 .496 .471 .432 .412 .384 .349
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Table 8 (Con'd)
51 6,938,807 .452 .512 .513 .541 .558 .625 .571
52 2 ,783,392 .182 .176 .170 .175 .168 .161 .166
53 4,595,899 .300 .350 .306 .330 .391 .447 .437
59,431,701 3.876 3.965 3.844 3.789 3.947 4.120 4.095
20. Superintendence
21. Engine and roundhouse men
22. ^uel for locomotives
23. V»ater supply for locomotives
24. Oil, tallow, and waste for locomotives
25. Other supplies for locomotives
26. Train service
27. Train supplies ard expenses
28. Switchmen, flagmen, and watchmen
29. Telegraph expenses
30. Station service
31. -tat ion supplies
32. Switching charges - balance
33. Car per diem and mileage - balance
34. Hire of equipment. - balance
35. Loss and damage
36. Injuries to persons
37. Clearing wrecks
38. Operating marine equipment
39. Advertising
40. Outside agencies
41. Commissions
42. Stock yards and elevators
43. Ivcnts for tracks, yards, and terminals
44. Rents of buildings and other property
45. Stationery and printing
46. Cther expenses (Conducting transportation)
47. Salaries of general officers
48. Salaries of clerks and attendants
49. General office expenses and supplies
50. Insurance
51. law expenses
52. Stationery and printing (general offices )
53. Other expenses (General expenses).
Host of the items under conducting transportation, and
practically all those under general expenses, are not seriously
affected by location. Nevertheless, the significance of loca-
tion upon some of them is considerable. Fuel , which accounts fo
20.5 per cent, and water, etc., which accounts for about 23 per
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cent of this account, are affected to the extent of about 44 per
cent by ordinary curvature and grade* If the distance over which
fuel has to be hauled from the mines and the scarcity of suitable
water supply, etc., often resulting from location, are taken into
consideration, it may be said that the economic Significance of
railway location as shown by this account is also far reaching.
Recapitulation . In the absence of accurate results
regarding the effect of other features of location upon the oper-
ating expenses, we have again to resort to the effects of the two
principal features to show partially the significance of location.
From Table No. 9, the contents of which are calculated from re-
Table 9. 1
Effect of Average Curvature and ilormal Grades upon
Operating Expenses.
Total due to
Item
curvature and
1 2 3 4 grade
5 6
Main, of Way 311,211 20.296 .476 .071 .547 170
tfain. of Equip. 328,093 21,396 1.762 .161 1.923 6,307
Cond'tg Transp. 834,669 54.432 .364 5.656 6.020 50,247
Gren'l Expenses 59,432 3.876
Total
,
1,533,405 100.000 56,724
1. Amount in thousands 4. Per cent due to grade
2. Proportion to operating Ex.5. Percentage
3. -er cent due to curvature 6. Amount in thousands.
suits of reliable observations, it is seen that .547 per cent of
the expenses for maintenance of way, 1.925 per cent for the main-
1. Figures in columns 1, 2 and 3 are taken from the Interstate
Commerce Commission statistics for 1906.
.
Column 4 is obtained by multiplying the percentages as
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tenance of equipment, and 6.02 per cent for conducting transpor-
tation are directly due to these two features of location. These
abstract percentages may not mean much; "but by following down the
last column, it is seen that no less than 56 million dollars was
spent in the single year of 1906 for curvature and grade in oper-
ating the railways in this country. It is unnecessary to say
that among these roads some have to pay more for their extra
curves and heavier grades than others. Unless the additional
business they get is large enough to compensate these extra ex-
penses, it is easy to see that they will be greatly handicapped
in their operations. When business is prosperous and competi-
tion normal, the effects of these extra curves and grades may
not be so noticeable; but when business is dull and competition
sharp, they will tell sharply.
Economic Significance of Railway Location as shown by
the Effect of Location upon Earnings . The railway , no matter
how it is operated or managed, depends upon its earnings to "live?
No matter how other conditions are, if the earnings fail, the
given by W. L. Webb in his Economics of Railroad Location
1907, p. 263, by the corresponding percentages as given by
the Interstate Commerce Commission statistics, the results
being added together and the total taken as the percentage
of that item due to a 10° continuous curve. Dividing this
by 15 (the average curvature in the United States is taken
at 35° per mile, which is equal to l/l5 of a 10° continous
curve), we get the figures in this column. The expenses,
according to Wellington, is taken as to vary with the de-
gree of the curve.
Figures in column 5 are taken from the respective fig-
ures given by Webb for class B, in his Table XXVI, p. 286.
Column 6 is obtained by adding the two preceding columns
The figures in the last column are obtained from mul-
tiplying the figures in column 2 by the respective figures
in Column 6.
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road will go to the receivers. Experience shows that to in-
crease earnings 1 per cent is often "better than to reduce the
expenses twice that percentage. To increase earnings is posi-
tive, and hence, progressive saving, while to reduce expenses is
negative. It is only "by positive saving that a "business may
prosper and grow. Negative saving may he resorted to for emer-
gencies; but if it is followed for any considerable length of
time, it will lead to passive and hence retrogressive practice,
the ultimate end of which is ruin. If sufficient earnings are
assured, expenses will take care of themselves; hut if only ex-
penses are reduced, the very source from which the reduced ex-
penses must be met may be dried up. A railway, like any other
business, depends upon the volume of its business. The greater
the volume of that business, tho cheaper it can be done. A
railway which sacrifices its business, or earnings, for the re-
duction of expenses may be compared to a dry-goods store which
tries to save its clerks' wages and light bills by closing its
doors. It will be found true that the roads which endeavor to
avoid expenditures at the sacrifice of earnings are those which
associate closely with bankruptcy.
A general feature in railroading which makes the econ-
omic significance of location great is that the percentage of
earnings which is available for dividends is usually very small
compared with the magnitude of the business. Take the United
States as a whole, it is seen that even during the most prosper-
ous years, only a small fraction of the earnings is left for
declaring dividends. The data given in the following table,
which are calculated from the Interstate Commerce Commission

statistics show that the average amount of money spent each year
for operating the roads during the period of 1901-1906 is 66.22
per cent of the total earnings, leaving not more than 16.36 per
cent for dividends, adjustments, improvements, etc. The propor-
tion available for dividends during the last six years has always
been the smallest of all the items, being only about one-half of
that for the interests on debts, etc. It has never been greater
than 9.3 per cent, and it fell as low as 8.3 per cent in 1901.
Table 11.
Per cent of Capital Stock Paying no
Dividends in the United States.
Aver-
age 1906 1905 1904 1903 1902 1901 1900 1899 1898 1897
50.05 33.46 37.16 42.53 43.94 44.60 48.75 54.34 59.39 66. £6 70.10
Table lo. 11 further emphasizes the point. It shows
that during the ten years from 1897 to 1906, there has been an
average of more than 50 per cent of the total stock which has not
paid any dividend at all. Even during the most prosperous year
of 1906, there was 33.46 per cent of the total stock which yield-
ed no dividend; while that percentage swelled to 70.10 per cent
i*n 1897. It must also be remembered that the period for which
the statistics are shown, was, without doubt, the most prosper-
ous years in the railway history of this country. If the bad
years are examined, more alarming results will be found.
Although the dividends declared during any single year
are not accurate measures of the prosperity of the business,
nevertheless, they serve to indicate the general condition of
—
'.I
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that "business. This is especially true when the average of a
long period is taken as the basis of comparison, as we have done.
These facts reveal that the zone "between prosperity and
insolvency in the railway business is but a narrow one. To
illustrate this point, let the earnings be reduced or increased
10 per cent and let the expenses, due to such changes of busi-
ness, also be taken into consideration,, and see what happens.
By substituting the data as given in the 1906 Interstate
Commerce Commission Railway Statistics into Professor Webb's
formula, 1 we get the results as shown in table Ho. IE. It is
seen that the increase of 10 per cent of the earnings will in-
crease the percentage available for dividends from 5.7 per cent
to 13.06 per cent, while that the decrease of 10 per cent, in
spite of the reduced expenses, will result in a deficit of 1.66
per cent. Altho Prof. Webb's application of fixed charges is open
Table 12.
Effect of Changing the Volume of Business
Item2 Cent Business increased ICffo Business decreaded 10^
Op . Exp
.
66. 2 66(1 +(l0^x 4<jfo)= 68.64 66(1 -(10$x 40^)= 63.36
Fixed Chgs. 28.
3
2
_ _ _ _ 28.30 ________ 28.30
94.3 96.94 91.66
Earnings 100.0 Earnings - - 110.00 Earnings - - - 90.00
Avail, for
Dividends 5.7 13 . 06 Deficit- - - - 1.66
1. For details see W. L. Webb: Economics of Railroad Construction
1907, pp. 36-38.
2. Operating expenses taken at $1,533,000,000, fixed charges as
660,000,000, and earnings as 2,326,000,000.
3. See Railway Age Gazette for December 25, 1908. (For next page).
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to criticism, nevertheless the results given in the above table
clearly indicate that a slight change of business, which is eas-
ily affected by location as we shall see later, is liable to pro-
duce grave results in the railroad business.
Moreover, this conclusion is in accord with what actually hap
pens in practice. After the panic of 1893, on account of a drop
of 11 per cent of the gross earnings, 24,340 miles of railway,
or almost 17 per cent of the total mileage of the country, went
into receivership, to say nothing of the large majority of roads
which could not declare any dividends and the life and death
struggle of other roads v/hich barely escaped insolvency. The
panic of 1907, with a smaller decrease in business, brought more
than 3.5 per cent of the total mileage into bankruptcy. A much
greater calamity was avoided, as remarked a writer, "only through
the unprecedented reduction of operating expenses". Previous
preparation^, such as the accumulation of large surplus, etc.,
must also have had a good deal to do in saving many roads from
going to the wall.
Economic Signifi cance of the Location of Stations .
In modern railway business, the location of stations plays an
important part. Many people, as we have pointed out before,
believe that the railway business is a monopoly, and that it needs
only to lay down its rails, put up its stations and open its
ticket and freight offices in order to do business. Such a con-
ception may account for many of the blunders in location. In
this connection, it may be well to repeat that only a small por-
tion of the railway business is truly monopolistic. Indeed, such
business is so small that in many cases it cannot pay the operat-
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ing expenses. Any railway which acts like an absolute monopoly
cannot but suffer a good deal, if not go into receivership.
In the passenger traffic , for instance, it is true
that there is a certain amount of it which may he called "neces-
sary", and which is hard to destroy by folly or carelessness.
Even if two hundred dollars is charged for a trip from Chicago
to New York, there will be some who will make the trip. But it
is needless to say that the number of such people will be very
much limited. It is well known that a great proportion of the
passenger business is made up of "unnecessary" traffic - such as
visits, excursions, etc. Even the so-called business trips,
were it not for railway stimulation, would dwindle to insignifi-
cance. People travel so much, not because it is absolutely
necessary, but because it is not hard to travel. Slight incon-
veniences, especially tk§ hardship in reaching the stations, will
greatly discourage such "unnecessary" travel. To locate stations
at places inconvenient for the patrons will decrease their pa-
wnere
tronage
,
even^c ompetit ion does not exist. This is especially
true in the case of women and children, whose travels are more
or less a matter of "fad" rather than of necessity. When two
or three lines compete for the business, it is safe to say that
the difference of a few blocks of the station from the center of
population will have great and lasting results upon the receipts
of that company. The unfavorably located line, to say the least,
has to offer special inducements in the form of free car- fares,
omnibus, etc., or else give up the struggle.
In the freight business, the same thing is true. The
cost of transportation, as previously states, consists of all
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expenses incurred in moving the commodity from the producer to
the consumer. The extra cost for carting- to and from the station
has to be borne by somebody. The railway with inconvenient
location of stations^ has often to make good such extra expenses.
It has even to do more than that, for that alone is not enough to
prevent shippers from going to the rival lines. It often has to
competitive traffic the
pay for the extra inconveniences incurred. In. choice of a
shipper between the different lines is usually so free that every
little inconvenience has to be made good before a railway gets
that shipper's patronage.
On the other hand, if the railway is in a position to,
and actually does compel its patrons to bear the extra expenses,
it will so retard the progress of its patrons, and hence so crip-
ple its own business, that it will be the loser in the long run.
In this age of extensive competition, the patron of a railway
has to be enabled to face his competitors on equal terms in the
common market, before he can carry on his business. The point
of competition is carried so far that the extra expenses and
trouble incurred in hauling his goods to a distant depot are
often serious enough to wipe out a great portion of his profit,
for
if not^choke up his business. Even if that patron is compensa-
ted for the extra expenses with reduced rates, etc., he will
still suffer a good deal from the extra waste of time resulting
from the inconveniences. Time means money. If he takes ten
hours longer to supply his orders than does his competitor, he
will find it a hard proposition to keep up his struggle. In
order to overcome this difficulty, he has to offer special in-
ducements, and to do that he has to "beat" down the tariff.
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Thus, no matter how these extra expenses are borne directly, the
railway is the ultimate sufferer. It has either to stand all
these expenses and make good the inconveniences, or lose its pa-
trons which, of course, is disastrous.
To show further the significance of the location of
railway stations, we need only to review some striking instances.
The New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio Railroad, on account of a
dispute over a trifle sum of town aid (about $50,000), caused
its station to be located about three mi^es from Spring-field,
Ohio. This town, as many other towns, has since become an im-
portant shipping point in the state. Entirely because of the
inconvenient location of its station, this railway gets only a
small portion of the traffic of that town. Its annual loss is
both accumulative and considerable. It felt the disadvantage
so keenly, that it arranged a few 3?"ears ago to run into the
town over another line at heavy cost.^ Even then, it found
itself unable to overcome its disadvantages, to say nothing of
regaining the great advantages which were once at its sole com-
mand .
In the eighties, the whole route of the New York Cen-
tral and the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern between lew York
and Chicago was paralleled by a competing line. The older roads,
however, were located through the centers of all the cities and
towns along their routes and penetrated into the hearts of their
termini, while the'newer roads had to hang on the skirts. This
difference in the location of stations so helped the older roads
that the competitive lines in spite of mad efforts, were unable to
1. For details, sec A. M. Wellington: Economic Theory of Railway
Location, 1908, p. 56.
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secure enough "business to keep them out of receivers' hands.
Indeed, a glance at the history of these parallel roads and the
location of their stations makes further citations unnecessary.
The railway station is the retail store of the railway
business. To locate it on the skirts of towns is not much dif-
ferent from opening a grocery or a dry-goods store away from
places where people live. It is true that there will he some
business; but it is undeniable that only "uni sot a triple e'tage"
will undertake that business.
These instances demonstrate the great significance of
station location. By a thorough study and a careful comparison
of the earnings of the different lines at large and small towns,
A. M. Wellington tried to show the significance of the location
of stations numerically. The results of his investigation,
which are given in the following table, indicate that a change
in the distance
of one mile of the station from the center of population means a
(\
minimum loss of 10 per cent of the natural traffic - a percentage
which, if extended to the whole system, is large enough to embar-
bankrujacy
rass the company seriously, if not to bring it into.. If the aver
age of the minimum and the ordinary maximum is taken as the basis
of calculation, it is seen that a difference of half a mile is
liable, under ordinary circumstances, to affect the revenue at
least 10 per cent. If this per cent is used to calculate the
loss in the case of a town, say of fifty thousand people, it will
be found that about $15,000 would be lost annually. 2 When the
1. See Wellington, Economic Theory of Railway Location, 1908,
pp. 57-67.
2. Average revenue from each person per year is taken at $3.00.
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Table 13.
Estimated Effect on Revenue of Removing Stations From the Center
of Population of Towns.
Dist- \5inimum 10$ Ordinary I:aximum !Extreme Maximum
anc e per Mile 25^ per mile
r
"i ' s
.
Differ- Per (Jent Dirrer- J 'er Cent
ence Per ence Per
Cent Cent
100.0 _ __ 100.0
1 10.0 90.0 ok nC.ID . U 1 D • U
Very materially greater
2 9.0 ol. lo. to DO • <oO un cie r cer udin uiic; urn
—
stances, especially
3 O . 1 17 O Qf d • y i a nc14t . Ub AO on vv x oil oiidx ^ ui'ij^t; \j jl u lUii
,
so that a difference of
4 7.3 fob . 6 10 . DO 3 1 . D D two OJ/ uiiret; riiieo cjj.—
ten means the loss of
5 6.6 59.0 7.91 23.74 nearly the whole traf-
fic.
6 5.9 53.1 5.94 17.80
7 5.3 47.8 4.45 13.35
8 4.8 43.0 3.34 10.01
9 4.3 38.7 2.50 7.50
10 3.8 34.9 1.87 5.62
Average revenue per head, per year
$2.00 to $3.00 $8.00 tc $15.00
Column 1. Average distance of station from center of population.
Columns 2 and 4. Loss per cent of total natural revenue for each
additional mile of distance.
Columns 3 and 5. Remaining per cent of natural revenue left to
the company.
competition is sharp, the loss will be enormous when even slight
inconveniences exist.
The results of Mr. Wellington's investigation are not,
as admitted "by himself, in any way precise; hut they clearly
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indicate the extent of the effect of station location upon rail-
way earnings.
Terminal Location and Railway Earnings , In many cases,
the working capacity of a road is not so much determined by the
number of its tracks as by its terminal facilities. Hence,
adequate terminals constitute a great asset, and to secure them
large sums of money must be expended. It is this enormous cost
which often frightens railway companies and leads to blunders in
terminal location.
To hang on the skirts of terminal towns is one of the
worst practices in railroading which often brings the railway to
bankruptcy. The experience of the West Shore in Hew York and
of other similarly located roads is ample testimony of the fate to
which such policy predestines the railway. Mr. Wellington's
comparison of such roads with the building of a long bridge and the
erecting r^every span but one, is expressive of what such termin-
al location amounts to.
The significance of a central location of terminal fac-
ilities is well recognized today. To put their rails into the
center of business, in spite of tHe, enormous expenditures, is the
general practice both in Europe and America. In England, for
instance, hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent by the
different systems in reaching into London and other terminals.
In the United States, striking instances are found in all im-
portant terminals. The Pennsylvania spent as much as $4,590,-
000 for its entrance into Philadelphia. It spent ten times more
1. Wellington: Economic Theory of Railway Location, 1908, p. 68.
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for its terminal in Eew York City. All information seems to indi
cate that these investments have been expedient. The re-
in Philadelphia
suits from the improvement have fulfilled all expectations as
shown by the development of the local traffic. Similar instances
are found in all other important terminals in the country.
The adverse results of those which fail to locate their
terminals properly further help^to see the significance of term-
inal location. The Baltimore and Ohio in Philadelphia gives an
excellent example. Although it spent large sums for its termin-
al improvements, it only succeeded in reaching 24th and Chestnut
Streets. The mere factor of its distance from the center of the
city deprives it of a great bulk of the traffic of that city.
Although its station is not as large as that of the Pennsylvania,
it has been fittingly described as "lonesome" when compared with
the latter.
As a matter of fact, all strong roads lay great empha-
sis upon their terminals. Experience seems to indicate that
these roads are more ready to invest large sums in bringing their
stations to the hearts of terminals than in any other undertak-
ing. They spend such enormous sums for terminals in lew York,
Chicago and St. Louis, and elsewhere, not because "They do not
kno^ what to do with their big surpluses", but because they know
what ''terminal 1 ' means.
Length and Earnings . Of course, there is the other
side to be considered in locating the road into all towns and
cities en route. In many cases, not only a greater sum has to
be paid for the right of way through the town lots, but an in-
crease of length and the addition of grades and curvature may be-
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come necessary. Therefore, against the increased traffic will
have to be debited the additional expenses. But experience shows
that ordinarily the extra traffic "created" will more than bal-
ance the extra expenses. Besides, it must be remembered that
local rates are generally based upon distance. Hence, the in-
creasing of distance, when not carried too far, will tend to a
slight increase of the revenue both from the existing and the
"created" traffic. In addition, there is also a return for dis-
tance from through interline business. In regard to the increase
of distance of a road and its effect upon the receipts of that
road from such business, Mr. Wellington says that, "The interpol-
ation of additional distance by the adoption of a longer alter-
nate line between the same termini will, for all ordinary and mod-
erate changes of length ( under 20 or 25 per cent of home haul)
leave the earnings per mile of the original f shorter 1 line un-
changed, and enable the home road to earn on its extra mileage
as large a percentage of the foreign haul to the total haul. The
law holds essentially true, regardless of the amount of the
added mileage".
From this conclusion, it is seen that on traffic having
75$ foreign haul, if the home line were longer, it would receive
out of its added proportion of that traffic enough to earn 75$
as much per mile on the added mileage as on the original mileage,
with the earnings on the latter remaining unchanged. Table ITo.
14 contains the results of Mr. Wellingtons investigation in re-
gard to the effect of changes of distance upon earnings from
1. A. M. Wellington: Scon. Theory of Rwy. Location, 1908, p. 228.
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Table 14.
Effect of Change of Distance on Earnings
From Through (Exchange) Competitive Traffic 1 .
Effect of 10$ Increase of Distance.
1 2 3 4
10 10 ots. 89.1 89.1
20 20 " 78.5 78.5
30 30 * 68.0 68.0
40 40 " 57.8 57.8
50 50 " 47.6 47.6
60 60 " 37.7 37.7
70 70 " 28.0 28.0
80 80 " 18.5 18.5
90 90 " 9.0 9.0
100 100 " none none
1. Per cent of original total haul on the home road.
2. Corresponding receipts of home road out of $1.00 rate.
3. If the home road were ten per cent longer its receipts would be
4. Per cent of extra receipts on extra haul to average.
through traffic. It puts in figures what the foregoing rule
means, and it also shows that under ordinary circumstances, it
actually pays a road to select, with moderation, a longer route
even from the point of view of the through business.
Moreover, the railway business, as any other business,
has to follow a progressive policy. It has to get as much bus-
as possible. The more business it gets the cheaper it can do
1. Wellington: Econ. Theory of Railway Location, 1908, p. 229.
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that business. Hence, if it gets enough "business, its expenses
will take care of itself; while, on the other hand, if its busi-
ness fails, it will certainly have a hard time to reduce its ex-
penses fast enough to do business at all. The fixed charges and
expenses for maintenance, which form a considerable portion of
the expenses in railroading, will remain practically the same no
matter how much or how little business there is. The operating
expenses only change slightly with the change of the volume of
business. Therefore, it seems safe to say that, ordinarily, a
railway should always aim at getting business in its location and
let the question of cost receive ^ secondary consideration.
Conclusion . The foregoing facts and theories show that
even a slight change of location may have material effects upon
tkf) railway business. Since the small difference of one per
cent of gross earnings often represents from three to six per
cent of net earnings, and since dividends are paid out of the last
fraction of the net earnings, we may feel the significance of rail
way location. The advantages or disadvantages of other features
are more or less temporary; but those of location are lasting.
As the country grows, the advantages will beget advantages while
the disadvantages will be aggravated. To have a good location
is to insure success.
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Chapter V Conclusion.
The foregoing pages show that it is the duty of the
government to insure proper railway location. The railway is
earmarked with all the characteristics and usefulness of a public
utility. It is responsible for its own well-being as well as
for the prosperity of the whole country. Since this is so, it
is but right that it should be placed where it can be expected
to do the maximum amount of good to the public and to return a
reasonable amount of compensation to its owners. Such govern-
mental regulation seems feasible from all points of view. If
there is anybod3r that may be relied upon to insure justice to all,
that body ought to be the government for it"is the duty of the
just 1
state to secure to each pe rsor^fcreatment by public carriers'.'
To insure desirable results from such regulation, a
separate Board, such as a branch of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, should be created for the sole purpose of examining and
sanctioning new roads. This board should consist of experienced
engineers, political economists and political scientists. All
railway projects of the country should be presented to this
Board for investigation ar,d approval before construction.
The working of this board seems also simple. It is
to prepare certain kinds of blank forms, petitions, etc., in
which it sets forth the information needed. Upon the receipt
of each petition, the Board examines its contents. If every-
thing is satisfactory, then the Board proceeds to consider the
desirability or undesirability of the project.
1. Johnson, ^.R. : Railway transportation, 1907, p. 278.
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The benefits of such regulation ought to "be numerous
and great. The simple preliminary requirements of the Board will
be sufficient to discourage, if not actually prevent, all black-
mailing projects. On account of its experienced personnel and
its broad view-point, it should be able to act as a check upon all
undesirable locations, to say nothing of the blackmailing pro-
jects. ?hus, it would offer protection to the public ss well as
to the existing roads.
Such regulation seems practical, for it is simple and
just. It would not require of the projectors anything mere than
the submission of the plans, the purposes, the estimation of cost
and traffic, etc. Its functions as a check to undesirable loca-
tions do not require it to go into all the minute details of
each location. "^he broad knov/ledge and the sound judgment of
its members will enable it to work smoothly. If the data sub-
mitted bjr the projector appear to justify the location, the
Board approves it; if it does not justify the location, then it
is to the interest of all parties to stop that location.
Experience in many European countries proves such re-
gulation practical. England requires that ample satisfaction be
given to the proper authorities, before a new location or exten-
sion can be granted.''" ^he same is mere or less true in countries
such as Belgium, France and Germany. Unrestricted location and
free construction of railways, as it is practiced in the United
States, have their merits; but it is more than doubtful whether
these merits can compensate the enormous disasters resulting from
1. E. R. LIcDermott, Railways, 1904, p. 9.
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such freedom in railway practice.
Moreover, many practical men favor governmental regula-
tion of railway location. Mr. M. E. Ingalls
,
president of the
"Big Four" in 1899 testifying "before the U. S. Industrial Commis-
sion, said: "I would have no railway "built except where its loca-
tion and plans are approved "by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion...".^" Mr. P. Morton of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
in the same year said that railway construction should "be sub-
2jected to the supervision of the Federal authorities. FiVen
Professor Hadley, who may "be said to have little confidence in
governmental interference with railways, admits that limitation
of railroad construction would be desirable in many cases. 3
In this connection, we must admit that local interests
must be given due consideration in determining each location; but
such interests can only be regarded as local and so weighed side
by side with the general interests. To do this who would be
better qualified than the central government? Local interest
oftentimes is as misleading as it is useful in arousing enthusi-
asm. Therefore, it ought to be placed under supervision of a
more impartial authority. 7/hen local interests threaten to re-
flect evil effects upon the public interest, it is but proper
for the government to regulate such local interest for the inter-
est of the public.
1. Industrial Commission Report, VI, IV, p. 297.
2. Ibid. p. 492.
3. A. T. Hadley: Railway Transportation, 1903, n. 54.
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Thus from all points of view, it seems proper and feas-
ible for the government to regulate railway location. The Gov-
ernment is the most impartial of all in looking after the welfare
of the country; and only by entrusting the final power into the
hands of such impartial party can the greatest justice be done
to the greatest number.
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